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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right."
ROY. Mora County, New Mexico.
Saturday. March '24." 1917.

Volume XlV.

S. S. Rally

Kid Play

Gets in Bad

Number 9

Schooljiléction New Land Law

School Money
o

To the qualified electers of the
Apportion ment of School Funds
The little play staged by the
Andres Ebel was arrested SatNew Law for Sales of State
urday on a charge preferred by School children at the School of Mora County, March, 12th village of Roy, New Mexico, and Lands Now in effect, '
You are invited to
the territory adjacent included
Certified
his mother-in-law,-"
b- yMrs. Pacheco, House last Friday evening drew 1917..
e
attend the Sunday School Rally that he had committed rape on quite a crowd of ladies and child
Santa Fé, N. M. March
for the school purposes.
M1LNOR RUDOLPH,
at either or all of the following the person of her little daughter, ren and the audience was highly
I hereby proclaim that there State Land office has issued a
County Superintendent.
places and cither or all Seri'ices. Bernadita Pacheco, 13 years of entertained. The youngsters re
will beheld on the third day of summary of the new. "Deferred
1
562.50
27
45.
April
1917 an election for five Payment Plan" law for the sale
At Solano March 26 All Day. age. He was arraigned in judge ceived over $2.00 at the door, at
2
155.
28
35.
of the Board of Educa of State lands, enacted by the remembers
'
Foster's Court and the trial set 5 cents for adults and a penny
3
90.
29
30.
At Roy March 27 All Day
tion
of
the 'village of Roy. Three cent Legislature, which will be
for Monday. 'In the meantime for children.
4 : 205.
30
155, .
At Mills March 28 All Day
of whom shall be elected for of very general interest to the
The play was a collaboration
District Attorney Chester Hun5
137.50
31
38.
Each family is requested to ker,
terms of four years each and two people of New Mexico.
of Las Vegas, phoned to by three youngsters all under 12
6
80.
130.
'32
bring a filled basket if you intend
for two years each.
Under the old law the purchashave the trial postponed until his years of age. Robert Hearn, son
7
33
750. '
to stay for dinner, as there will
place,
voting
The
will
be
the
er
of state lands paid ten percent
Rev.
of
and
Mrs.
Hearn
was the
arrival, and it was set for 10
30.
8
34
58.50
be a Basket Dinner at' each place.
i
i
ii
ii
school
Roy,
house
New
Mexico
of
the purchase price át the time
o, clock Tuesday morning.
autnor oi me play ana it was
9
77.50
35 .
qualified
All
may
electors
vote
sale
and the balance in thirty
of
dramatized
and staged by Golder
Mr. Hunker arrived Monday
The speakers are men of note
10 ,
36
35.
,
57.50
election
at
possthis
the
woman
annual
installments, the deferred
evening and investigated the Russell and Ivan Johnson, assist
6'.
11
and ability-vi157.50
37
legal
essing
qualifications
of
the
bearing interest at 4
payments
case and took considerable evi ed Haael and Roily De Frees and
38
12
385.
20.
Mr. E. D. Raley, of Phoenix dence. At the trial the prisoner several other youngsters. They
elector may also vote at said percent per annum. The buyer
an
67.50
39
13
45.
Arizona, Secretary .of
election.
paid taxes only on his equity and
waived examination and his bond .not only got up the whole thing
14
40
55.
School"
S. S. work of AriA.
E.
ROY
Board
Pres.
improvements.
He failed unaided but put it across in fine
was set at $10,000.00.
41
72.50
15 ' ' 47.
zona and New Mexico.
Mayor of Roy, N. M.
and
Under the new law the success
to secure such a bond here and style- - an example worthy of im- - ' 16
212.50
42
by
mitation
of
ful
some
older
us
bidder at a sale of state land
Wagon
Mound
43
70.
17
5.
Mr. C. W. Dean of Denver Col. was taken to
Roy.
A.
F.
received
letter
a
in
pays
heads
this
in cash five (5) percent of
town.
Mission Sec. ofthe Rocky Moun. where his friends hoped to secure
82.50
44
18
45.
Harry
from
Attorney
General,
price. The remain
purchase
the
45
19
135.
28.
tain Dist, of the Christian Church bond for him. Unless bond is
'
- A party at the home of Mrs.
School
Roy
directing
Patton
ninety-fiv- e
that
ing
percent may be
100.
65.
46
secured he will be held at Mora
20
Rev. C. B. Moore of Los Angeles
Harper, in Mills last ThursEthel
District
five
Directors
must
elect
paid
at any time within thirty
80.
47
21
Grand Jury meets in
California, lou can't afford to until the
day evening celebrated the birth
for the School District this year, years the only qualification being
48
58.
22
3.50
April.
miss these keetings-i- t is doubtful
day of Miss Dan Jenkins, of Roy
as per the notice above it was ex that such payment must be made
49
23 ' : .70.
Ebel has led a rather strenuous
pected that two of our School on an interest paying date and
if you will ever have such an op- life for the past year and has Twenty guests were present and 24
47.
50
100.
progressive 500 was the game.
portunity again. Please invite
36.;
82.50 Board would hold over but such may not be for less than one-th- ir
51
your friends of whatever belief. made for himself an unenviable Dainty refreshments followed . 25
62.50 is not the case. It is important tieth of the orginal unpaid balance
7.
52
26
reputation for drunkenness and
that we elect the right ones to Interest chargad upon the unFraternally, ED, BARTUESS. disorderly conduct The stunt and the guests were delighted
53. 133.50
with the affair,
this important tho unpaid duty paid balance is 4 per cent, pay'
he pulled a year ago when he
looking after our schools. able annually in advance, the
Supt. of S. S. of the mesa.
of
fired several shots at Miss Joeie
They
are the biggist thing we buyer upon payment of 5 percent
""Hon. F. A- - Roy. mayor of Roy Pacheco and endangered the lives
have
every standpoint
from
of the purchase ' price, and the .
will deliver the address of wel- of the Branch family and others
most
make
of
and
must
we
the
interest for the year in advanee
come at the S. S. Convention by shooting through their hoüBe
them.
,
comes into unrestricted possesTuesday morning,
and for which the - only- - punishsion of the land and remains in
ment meted out to him was to alsu:h possession without any fur
The contract has been let to low him to marry the girl under
Mrs. F. A. Roy returned Tues
ther payments except the annual
the firm of Swope and Greenwood circumstanced which still bring a
day from Frankfort, Kansas,
interest, for thirty years, or if
to tear down the east wall of the shudder to some of her friends.
where she has been for several desired the purchaser may com
rebuilding
and
O.
F.
hall
I.
0.
A number of stories of out
weeks visiting her mother who plete payment of the purchase
build it with reinforced concrete lawries committed by him have
has been seriously ill. Mrs. Mc price on any interest paying date
and the work will be started next been told and it is intimated that
Minimy is better and Mrs. Roy is
within the thirty year period.
week. The present rock wall is there are other cases similar to
looking and feeling fine. I
considered unsafe by some and this which h'avV been suppressed
Section 3 of the new law pro- shall'
this repair is done to qúiet a per- because of fear of him and he
fvidesthat
"j
t., " Mrs. Leyba Dead
taxes;
responsible
sistent rumor, that the hall is not was in court only recently on a
for
the
become
-:.:
AT THE
- date ot pr-safe in its present condition.
grave charge which however was
Mrs. Pablo Branch was called on the laffd from
'
chase.
.
sufficiently
to
substantiated
not
to Tucumcari Tuesday by the
New Comers
return to the Grand Jury.
Thus bringing all state land
derth of her sister, Mrs. Matilda
It would appear from the foreLeyba. of Logan, who died from sold onto the tax rolls immediate
C. J. Knopp, arrived this week going that we have heen a very
Dropsy at the hospital at Tucum- ly instead of by the small equity
from Amarillo, Texas, with a car patient community to tolerate
cari. Her parents, Juan Jose increases from year to year &
of fine Jersey cattle and another his conduct thus long.
Rodriguez and wife, hrve been as under the old law,
car of horses and other personal
Judging from popular expreswith her for some time.
. While the tax item is relativeproperty. He has rented the
street
will not
it
deceased ly unimportant to the buyer it
the
Many
on
sions
of
the
friends
Pete Gibson farm north of town
here join in sorrow at her un- will be of very great importance
take many' more stiints like this
and will live here this summer
public
timely death.
sentiment
last to arrouse
to the state in increased taxes.
and try out the country before
to a point of desperate retaliatSection 4 of the new law prolocating here,permanently.
ADMISSION
ion'.
vides
that all existing contracts
Charles F. Mathewson and wife
Mr. Knopp has lived in Amarilpurchase
to
state land may be
evening
before
the
the trial
of Mills, (The latter is better
lo for a number of years and has "On
and
cancelled
new contracts
attempted
to
known here as Miss Hope 'Dent.
been, connected with business Ebel is said to have
conformity
in
issued
with the
They were marrieLJere quite re
enterprises in the city, as well to commit suicide by slashing his
option
at
new
law,
the
attempt-waof the
jcently,) were in Roy Tuesday
as ranching and impresses us as a throal with a knife. The
application,
on
and
his
holder
on
a fizzle and resulted in only
having their Ford repaired by
man who will make good here.
opened
season
Ball
fee
of
of
Base,
a
The
four
payment
dollars
the ' 'Flivcr Fixer. ' ' Mrs. Math- We are glad to welcome him to slight injury.
Enclosed please find check for
Sunday at Mills, when the
last
ewson visited with Miss Bruce at for each contract of one section
the mesa.
for
the
my
from
$1.50
paper.
won
Mills "Millers"
this office. They are a fine young or less, and ten cents for each
Mrs. R. C. Grunig entertained
by
I
big
notice
Valley
about
"Losers"
the
dust couple and it is a pleasure to wit additional
section or fraction
Christian Endeavor
the Christian Ladies Aid Wed- Palouse
Several Roy Fans storms there. We haven't had
The
lands selected for
of
thereof.
score
renesday afternoo. All who were
ness their congenial marital
'
including Edgar and Sylvan Floer the ground dry enough here to
account
of
the Santa Fe and
the
Lesson Subject (The 'Saloon present report a splendid time,
lations..
sheim. Frank Schultz and Buck nlow hut t.wndavs in fnnr months
Grant county railroad bond fund ,
the Foe of Society.)
We would like-texchange some
Moses attended the game.
PROGRAM
are excepted from the provisions
Miss - Helen Russel returned
"Hon, Ben Brown was up from of the new law. All other state
PaSunday
previous
of
dry
the
your
our
rain
some
for
of
The
Hymn.
x;
Tuesday from May field, KenMosquero Wednesday taking in lands come under its provisions,
louse bunch won from the Millers weather.
Prayer.'
tucky, where she has been the
teams and Roy. It takes two good mules to pull the sights of the city, Ben has subject to the provisions of the '
Both
Lesson Scripture Isa 59: á
guest of Mrs. Bert Ray for sever:
may not get in the game this an empty wagon along the roads been living in a rural village so Public Land Code.
Solo Mr. Newman.
al weeks. 'She had a fine time
postively tim.d
long
he
is
that
not
kids
school
now.
are
emerlaw
carries
the
the
The
new
season
as
Reading of Short Verses.
but is. glad to get back home.
when he gets on a crowded thoro gency clause and became effective
old
B
Pugh.
and
up
grown
the
Frank
sufficiently
Hymn.
fare. He declined to stay in this op its approval by Governor Lind
McGhee Tenn.
team is getting too old to play a
Plea for Abstinence Mrs. Def rees
shop and see the wheels go round. sey. The first sale under its pro
Miss Shirley Nutter is at home modern game of ball? ?
Mar. 15,
The Foe of the Home, Church
this week taking a short vacation
visions was made last week at
and Law.
Adam Sczwatzyk made appli- Taos when George A. l5avidson
Mrs. John Shamblin caused
She has resigned as Principal of
Quartette.
The concrete", tower and ma
Schools at Maxwell and,' after
some excitement Wednesday cation for Final Proof on his of Roswell bought 20,716 acres
Statistics on Progress of Pro- -' the
chinery of Messrs. Swope &
go
southto
will
when
rest
in town. She came out of homestead this week.
the
a
short
of land in the Red River district
Mr. Newman
hibition
Greenwood, the contractors on
accept
to
state
part
Goodman
Store
the
a
of
the
she
ern
where
of northern Taos county for colThe Amendment that is to. make
the Floersheim Building was torn was shopping and visiting with
position
offered
in
her
there
a
Hall
daughters
B.
and
Rev, G,
onization purposes at $4.60 per
New Mexico Dry Rev. Hearn
down this week and we are no friends and sudden illness caused
line of work.
different
Spring-- , acre.
Irma,
went
to
and
Leora
Hymn.
its being blown
her to fall in the street. Mr. er, Wednesday in their Ford
'Her many friends wish hersuc-es- 3 longer afraid of
'
Business Session.
by the wind. It was 80 ft
down
in the work.
Shamblin
and friends were near car. They went early and reMispah,
,
high and looked rather
Miss Phoebe Russel , went to
by and carried her into the store turned the same day.
plasterers are at and Dr.
The
Saturday and is visitTucumcari
Self
was called. She was
;
Frank Lukasek is back from work on the front of the buildIVA. Cannon is back from
several days. She
for
ing
there
to
taken
the Dr's. residence and Edgar Floersheim is having his
Graham, Texas, and will go out Dawson and on his claim again. ing and the "Mission" effect is
recovered
from her
nearly
has
soon recovered.
iFord over hauled after a steady
'
to his farm near Liberty to live Frank is taking no chances with being enhanced. The window
illness.
resent
,
years service on the mail route.
again. We are certainly glad to his homestead and it takes little frames are all in and the plate
'
Cipriano Lujan, one of tfie best This is the first time he has had
welcome him back and hope he imagination to see that claim the glass will finish ' enclosing the
prosperous
home
farmer
a
of
and
Democrats in San Miguel county the engine out and it is a pretty
C. P. Smith, of the Wilson Co,
is here to' stay this time.
finest building in Mora Co.
his family a few yeari hence.
was up from Sabinoso Wednes- good record when you figure that Mills came down Wednesday and
of
Smet,
De
day on business. He likes to get the route was less than half the took Dr, Plumlee home with him
Taylp
Levinus
W, L. Bíóckmán was in town
Springs was down in his car C. O. Wenholz, Garage man at Wednesday and called on .us on up to the metropolis of the mesa driving he has done with this to minister to his baby whieh
Tuesday, calling on friends and Mills was in Roy Tuesday on bus,
sometimes and has many friends car.
He is using the I, C. was ill. He hit the road in a
an. errand, v His '..son sHaiíy, .is
who are always' glad to see Floershein? Jipp while his carpís manqelr to indicate desire, toiwt
here
As usual he hurried
on business, Ranching is going iness,
horse rom Belin where he has
"
"; there. "'
;.., home.' C Kv-- '.in thehosj)iitil.r v1'
fine with hito this whiter.
;v .'X'' üééa teaching fot some time. i v
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"Snow White"
MUSICAL DRAMA

IN FOUR SCENES

-

By the best homeMusical Talent
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Roy School House

Friday Evening
March, 30th 1917
50---35-2-

Reserved Seats at Postoffice
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THE SPANISH AMERIÓAN
Into an envelope, Indorsed it In his
Illegible hand. II beard his brother'!
step on the stairs, and Doctor Ed made
haste to put away the last vestige of
his little operation. Ed's lapses from
surgical cleanliness were a sore trial
to the younger man, fresh from the
clinics of Europe. In his downtown of
fice, to which he would presently make
his leisurely progress, he wore a white
coat and sterilized things of which
Doctor Ed did not even know the
names.
Max paused at the office door.
"At It already," he said. "Or haye
you been to bed?"
"It's after nine," protested Ed mild
ly. "If I don't start early, I never get
through."
Max yawned.
"Better come with me," he said. "If
things go on as they've been doing, I'll
have to have an assistant I'd rather
have you than anybody, of course."
He put his lithe surgeon's hand on his
brother's shoulder. "Where would
be If It hadn't been for you? All the
fellows know what you've done."
In spite of himself, Ed winced. It
was one thing to work hard that there
might be one, success Instead of two
half successes. It was a different thing
to .advertise one's Inferiority to the
world. His sphere of the Street and
the neighborhood was his own. To
give It all vp and become his younger
brother's assistant even If It meant
as It would, better hours and more
money would be to submerge his
Identity. He could not bring himself
to do It
"I guess Til stay where I am," he
said. "They know me around here,
and I know them. By the way, will
you leave this envelope at Mrs.
Maggie Rosenfeld Is Ironing
there today. It's for her."
Max took the envelope absently,
"You'll go on here to the end of your
days, Working for a pittance," he ob
Jected. "Inside of ten years there'll
be no general practitioners:
then
where will you be?"
in manage somenow, saia xne
brother placidly. "I guess there will
always be a few that can pay my prices
better than what you specialists ask.'
Max laughed with genuine amuse

;:K::::::::n;HK::::i:mm

In order to piece out financial Deeds, Sidney Page, her mother
and ber Aunt Hnrrlot take K. LoMoyne, t strange young man, as a
roomer. Sidney, aged eighteen, and Joe Druramond, aged twenty-onchildhood sweethearts, bave agreed Jo marry "after years and years,"
but the girl's promise wavers on' better acquaintance with the roomer
and after Aunt Harriet opens a dressmaking shop downtown. She
decides to become a trained nurse and goes to her friend, Dr. Ed
Wilson, across the street, for Influence with his brother Max, brilliant
surgeon, to get ber Into the hospital. Things now begin to happen
the plot to unroll the mystery to deepen.
e,

CHAPTER Illy Continued.

son, be faced a young and attractive
girl, faintly familiar.
"We tried to get you by telephone,'
she explained. "I am from the hospital. Miss Simpson's father died this
morning, and she knew you would
have to have someone, I was Just
startlr; for my vacation, so they seat
me."
"Rather a poor substitute for a va
cation," he commented.
She was a very pretty girl He had
seed her before in the hospital, but he
had never really noticed how attractive she was. Rather stunning she
was, he thought. The combination of
yellow hair and dark eyes was unusual.
He remembered, Just In time, to express regret at Miss Simpson's be

reavement
"I am Miss Harrison," explained the
substitute, and held put his long white
coat The ceremony, purely perfunctory with Miss Simpson on duty, proved
Interesting, Miss Harrison, In spite of
her high heels, being small and the
young surgeon tall. When he was final
ly In the coat she was rather flushed
and palpitating.
"But I knew your name, of course,'
ilea Doctor Max. "And rm sorry
about the vacation."
After that came work. Miss Harrison was nimble and alert, but the sur
geon worked quickly and with few
words, was impatient when she could
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NAMES STATE

BOARDS.

enate Confirms . Long List of Ap
pointments.
'Santa Fe The Senate, before ad
Journraent, confirmed all the appoint
ments sent in by Governor Llndsey
There was a technical hitch over the
appointment of two of the boards
that of New Mexico Normal University, where the governor's message
bad made the appointments for only
two years when the constitution says
it should be four years. The governor
also withdrew nominations for the
board of regents of the New Mexico
School for the Deaf and Dumb, and
returned it, substituting for the name
of Marcos C. de Baca the name of L.
C. Mondragon.
With these correc
tions the nominations were confirmed.
The list follows:
Stat
Board of Health Jamei A.
Másale, Santa Vé, for two year; 11. K.
Han Miguel, two yearn
Joseph 8. Cipe, Bernalillo, two years
H. A. InKulla. of Koawell. tour year
M. D. Taylor, of Aztec, (our years; H,
Austin Hlrout. of Carlsbad, (our years;
C. 11. Ferguson, of Tucumcarl,
four
years.
Miners' HosDltal at Raton Ernest
Kum, w. M. unver, L.ouls Uurcia, m. u.
tiiuwn, j. lí, unan, an oi uouax coun
ty. (our years.
Water Commission S. O. Tracy. Ed- dy county; Nuina Srenger of Dona
Ana victor urtexa. of Simla re.
n
Norninl School A,
B. Kenehan, Santa Fe; J. M. C Chaves,
Klo Arriba: Jose K. Martines. Klo Arrl
tm; T. J. Mabry, Albuquerque, anil José
oiuuianer, laos.
Uental Examiners II. J. Moran, L.un
county; I T. Hough, Koosevelt; M. K.
Chanln, Silver City; E. J. Alger, Albu
querque; c. O. Harrison. Santa re.
J. MC- Board
insane Asylum
,....Edward
ILtl. u i:
. . . ...u. kin
Ur.ni.
.1,.
"
wvttiu if,..
tuuinf i Jionlll.t

.

She'd like to bave the pnrlor
and sitting room behind. They wouldn't
Only a week and love was one of Interfere with you at all," she added
e things be had to give up, with hastily.
"Christine's father would
others. Not, of course, that be was In build a little balcony on the side for
love with Sidney then. But be had them, a sort of porch, and they'd sit
been desperately lonely, and, for all there In the evenings."
Behind Sidney's carefully practical
ber practical clearheadedness, she was
softly and appeallngly feminine. By tone the man read appeal. Never beway of keeping his bead, he talked sud- fore bad be realized how narrow the
denly and earnestly of Mrs. McKee, girl's world had been. The Street,
and food, and Tlllle, and of Mr. Wag- with but one dimension bounded ltl
In her perplexity she was appealing to
ner and the pencil pud.
"It's like a game," he said. "We him who was practically a stranger.
And he knew then that he must do
disagree on everything, especially Mexico. If you ever tried to spell those the thing she asked. Be, who had fled
so long, could roam no more. .Here
Mexican names "
"Why did you think I was en- on the Street with Its menace Just
across, he must live, that she might
gaged f she Insisted.
Now, In K.'s walk of life that walk work. In hi? world men had worked
that women might live in certain
of Ufe where there are no toothpicks
young girls did not receive the atten- places, certain ways. ' This girl was
tion of one young man to the exclusion going ont to earn her living, and he
of others unless they were engaged. would, stay to make it possible. But
no hint of all this was in his voice.
Bat he could hardly say that
"Oh, I don't know. Those things get
"I shall stay, of course," he said
gravely. "I this Is the nearest thing
In the air."
i
"It's Johnny Rosenfeld," said Sid- to home that I've known for a long ment
"I dare say, If this is the way you
ney,' with decision. "It's horrible, the time. I want you to know that"
wayvhings get about Because Joe ' "Yon are very g"ood to me," said Sldr let them pay your prices."
He held out the envelope, and the
sent, pie a box pf roses
As a matter ney.
When she rose E. Le Moyne sprang older man colored.
of fact, I'm not engaged, or going to
be, Mr. Le Moyne. I'm going Into a to his feet
hospital to be a nurse."
Anna had noticed that be always
Very proud of Doctor Max was his
Le Moyne said nothing. For Just a rose when she entered his room with brother, unselfishly proud, of his skill,
moment he closed his eyes. A man Is fresh towels on Katie's day out for In- of his handsome person, of his easy
In rather a bad way when, every time stance and she liked him for it Years good manners ; very humble, too, of his
he closes his eyes, he sees the same ago the men she had known had shown own knowledge and experience. If he
thing, especially If it Is rather terrible. this courtesy to their women but the ever suspected any lack of finer fiber
When It gets to a point where be lies Street regarded suh things as affecta- In Max, he put the thought away.
awake at night and reads, for fear of tion.
Probably be was too rigid himself,
closing them
"I wonder If
do me an- Max was young, a hard worker. He
other favor? I'm afraid you'll take to had a right to play bard.
"You're too young, aren't you?"
He Faced a Young and Attractive Girl,
"Doctor Ed one of the, Wilsons avoiding me, If I ke,ep on."
He prepared his black bag for the
"I don't think you need fear that" day's calls stethoscope, thermometer, not find the things he called for, even
across the Street Is going to help me
"This stupid story about Joe Drum-mon- d eye-cuabout that Ills brother Max Is a big
bandages, case of small vials, broke Into restrained profanity now
rm not saying I'll never marry a lump of absorbent cotton in a not and then. She went a little pale over
surgeon there. I expect you've henrd
of him. We're very proud of him In him, but Tm certainly not engaged. overfresh towel ; in the bottom, a het her mistakes, but preserved her dig
Now and then, when you are taking erogeneous collection of Instruments, a nlty and her wits. Now and then he
the Street"
your evening walks, if you would ask roll of adhesive plaster, a bottlppr found her dark eyes fixed on him, with
In
Lucky for K. Le Moyne that the me to walk With you" ,
two of
tablets for the something Inscrutable but leasing
was
depths.
their
The
situation
rather
looked"
K.
father
begray
dazed.
dog
on
law,
longer
moon no
children, a
shone
collar that bad
the
"I can't Imagine anything pleasant- longed to a dead collie, and had got piquant
doorstep, that Sidney s mind had trav
Once, during the cleaning up be
eled far away to shining floors end er; but ! wish you'd explain Just In the bag In some curious fashion and
tween
cases, he dropped to a person
"
how
rows of white beds. "Life in the
there remained.
Sidney smiled at him. As he stood
He prepared the bag a little nerv ality. He was drying his hands, while
raw," Doctor Ed bad said that other
d
Instruafternoon. Closer to ber than the hos on the lowest step their eyes were ously, while Max ate. He felt that she placed'
on
ments
glass
a
table.
level.
almost
usage
raw
was
modern methods and the best
pital
that night
life In the
"You-ar- e
almost a foreign type, Miss
"If I walk with you they'll know I'm might not have, approved of the bag.
So, even here, on this quiet street In
this distant city, there was to be no not engaged to Joe," 6he said, with en On his way out he paused at the din Harrison. Last year, in a London ballet, I saw a blonde Spanish girl who
peace.
Max Wilson Just across the gaging directness.
door.
looked like you."
The house was quiet He waited In
way I It It was Ironic. Was there no
"Are you going to the hospital?"
"My mother was a Spaniard." She
place where a man could lose himself? the lower hall until she had reached
"Operating at four wish you could
did
not look up.
top
the
of
the
some
of
For
on
staircase.
curi come In."
again,
He would have to move
Where . Miss Simpson was In the
ous reason, in the time to come, that
course.
"I'm afraid not Max. Pve promised
But that It seemed, was Just what was the way Sidney always remein Sidney Page to speak about her to habit of clumping through the morning
bered K. Le Moyne standing in the you. She wants to enter the training In flat, heavy shoes, Miss Harrison's
he could not do. For:
small heels beat a busy tattoo on the
"I want to ask you something, and little hall, one hand upstretched to school."
tiled floor. With the rustling of her
gas
off
shut
overhead,
the
eyes
and
his
young,"
Max
briefly,
"Too
you'll
hope
said
Sid
I
be quite frank," said
starched dress, the sound was essenon hers above.
"Why, she can't be over sixteen."
ney.
tially feminine, almost Insistent. Whec
"Good night," said K. Le Moyne.
"She's eighteen."
"Anything that I can do"
he
had time to notice It, It amused him
And
all
things
the
put
he
had
out
you
comfortable,
you
of
are
"Well, even eighteen. Do
"It's this. If
think
any girl of that age Is responsible that he did not find it annoying.
and and like the room and all that, I his life were In hlsvolce.
Once, as she passed him a bistoury,
enough to have Ufe and death put In
he
deliberately placed his fine hand
CHAPTER IV.
her hands? Besides, although I haven't
noticed her lately, she used to be a over her fingers and smiled into her
On the morning after Sidney had In- pretty little thing. There Is no use eyes. It was play for him ; it lightened
vited K. Le Moyne to take her to walk, filling up the wards with a lot of the day's work.
Sidney was in the waiting room.
Max Wilson came down to breakfast ornaments; It keeps the internes all
There bad been no tedium in the mornrather late. Doctor Ed had breakfast- stewed up."
ed an hour before, and had already
"Since when," asked Doctor Ed mild ing's waiting. Like all imaginative peo- attended, with much profanity on the ly, "have you found good looks in a fie, she had the gift of dramatizing her-- ,
self. She was seeing herself In white
part of the patient, to a boil on the girl a handicap?"
back of Mr. Rosenfeld's neck.
In the end they compromised. Max from bead to foot Uke this efficient
"Better change your laundry," cheer would see Sidney at his office. It young woman who came now and then
door.
fully advised Doctor Ed, cutting a strip would be better than having ber run to the waiting-roo"Doctor Wilson will see you now."
of adhesive plaster. "Your neck's Irri Across the Street would put things
She followed Miss Harrison into the
tated from your white collars."
on the right footing. For, if he did
Rosenfeld eyed him suspiciously, have her admitted, she would have to consulting room. Doctor Max not the
but possessing a sense of humor also, learn at once that he was no longer gloved and hatted Doctor Max of the
he grinned.
"Doctor Max;" that as a matter of btreet, but a new person, one she had
known stood in his white office,
"It ain't my everyday things that fact, he was now staff, and entitled neverdark-eyecompetent
bother me," he replied.
"It's my to much dignity, to speech without con- tall,
holding
blankety-blan- k
dress suit But If a tradiction or argument to clean tow geon's out his long, Immaculate surhand and smiling down at her.
man wants to be tony"
els, and a deferential interne at his
Mr. Rosenfeld buttoned up the blue elbow.
flannel shirt which, with a pair of Doctor Ed's cast-of- f trousers, was his only
Down the clean steps went Doctor 1
What reason do you think K.
wear, and fished in his pocket
Max that morning, a big man, almost
Le Moyne has for needing to
"How much, Doc?"
as tall as K. Le Moyne, eager of life,
keep' away from Doctor Max-d-oes
"Two dollars," said Doctor Ed brisk strong and a bit reckless, not fine, perLe Moyne seem to you to
ly.
haps, but not evil. He had the same
be some kind of a crook?
"Holy cats For one Jab of a knife
zest of Uvlng as Sidney, but with this
My old woman works a day and a difference the girl stood ready to give
half for two dollars."
herself to life : he knew that life would
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
male was
"I guess It's worth two dollars to come to him.
Into
bis car
Out of the Question.
j ov to be able to sleep on your back." Doctor Max, as he stepped
Why Did You Think I Was Engagedr
Daddy "Jeannette, if I allow young
He was lmperturbably straightening and made his way to his office. Here
She Insisted.
do
bis small glass table. He knew Rosen were people who believed in him, from Simpson to become my
middle-age- d
nurse In ber prim unl you suppose he will be willing to work
ish you'd stay." She hurried on: "If feld. "If you don't like my price, I'll the
I could feel that mother had a de- lend you the knife next time, and you form to the row of patients sitting and support you?" Jeannette "Oh,
stiffly around the walls of the waiting dad, bow can he when he has prompendable person like you In the house, can let your wife attend to you."
room. Doctor Max drew a long breath. ised to do nothing but think of me all
dollar,
a
silver
Rosenfeld
out
drew
easier."
all
would
be
It
and followed It reluctantly with a limp This was the real thing work and the time?" Puck.
Dependable I That stung.
plenty of It a chance to show .the other
"But forgive my asking j Tin really and dejected dollar bllL
Able to Aafford It
"There's times," be aald, "when, If men what he could do, a battle to
Interested can your mother manage?
Hub-"T- he
doctor says that if I
You'll get practically no money during you'd put me and the missus and a win! No humanitarian was he, but a
knife in the same room, yon wouldn't fighter each day he came to bis office keep on working at this pace after
your training." .
money I shall be a wreck at forty-fivewith the same battle lust
"I've thought of that A friend of have much left but the knife."
to
him.
office
nurse
her
back
Wife "Never mind, dear; by
had
The
had
be
made
until
waited
Ed
going
Doctor
to be
mine, Christine LorensIs
d
exit Then he took the When she turned, he faced an agree that time we shall be able to afford
irtarrtM. ;Her people are wealthy, bat bis
Transcrlp
.ell. nave noimug diu wui rainier two dollars,, and, putting the. money able surprise. Instead of Miss Simp it" Boston
makes.
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(Spanish-America-

senwald, tjan Miguel county; Bonifacio
Baca, Han Miguel county; Canuto lta- mires. Ban Mlxuel county; V. w. con
don, Han Miguel county. Each (or four
years.
Penitentiary . commissioners D. T.
Hosklns, Kan Miguel; W. J. Barker,
: J. E. Torres.
(Socorro; Vin
Santa
cent May, Lna Ana; Warren Uraham,
Bernalillo. Each to? four years.
Ketorm Hchool Trustees Mrs. E. C.
Cramuton. Colfax: Haloh O. Cottliig- ham. Colfax; William 8. French, Colfax;
Miguel; Thomas
Chris. Wlegand.-Han- .
O'Brien, Colfax. Each for four years.
University of New Mexico Kegents
natnan Juna, cnaves county; u. i
Brooks. Bernalillo: J. A.. Keldy. Berna
Hilo; Antonio Lucero, Han Miguel; John
K. McFle, Jr., UcKlnley.
Each for four
years.
For State Game and Fish Warden
Theodora Kcuaull, Jr., of Dona Ana
... ...
county.
;
For HUDerlntendent of Insurance
Cleores Homero, Han Miguel county.
For Superintendent of the State Pen
ltentlary Thomas Hughes, of Bernalll
lo county.
Agricultural' College Rearents James
S. y iK'ensberry, Dona Ana; Charles I
HUI, JJona Ana; E. C. Crampton, Col- X,
lax; it. E. Putney. Bernalillo: M.
Monlcal, Chaves. Each for four years.
Military Institute F.esrents E. A. Ca- noon, cnaves; w. A. Flnley, Eddy; J.
W. Foe, Chaves: J. P. White. Chaves:
U. L. Keese, Roosevelt.
Each for four
years.
institute for the Blind Trustee- sFrank C. Rclland. Otero: W. E. War
ren, Otero; It. B. Fields, Otero; John E.
Bell, Lincoln;
W. M. Kellly, Uncoln.
Each for four years.
School of Mines Regents J. M. Sully, Grant; C. T. Brown, Socorro; Philip
Argall, ocurro: u. c. Clark, Socorro
W. A.- Parvls, Socorro.
Each for four
years. '
Deaf and Dumb Trustees E. R.
Wright. Santa Vé: José Ortis v Pino.
Santa Fé; George M. Kinsell, Santa Fé;
Antonio Balazar, Santa Fé; Marcus C.
de Baca, Sandoval.
Each for four
years.
Silver City Normal Regents T. u
Lowe, Grant county; H. H. Betts, Grant;
Arthur Goodell. Grant: Jackson Aifee.
Grant; John Corbett, Luna. Each for
.
four years.
Las Vegas Normal Regents Charles
A. Unless. San Mliiuel county: Benito F.
de Baca, Sitn Miguel; Helen M. Rayn-oldSun Miguel; W. A. Havner, Curry;
Horace cruBe, Colfax. Euch for four
years.
bheep Sanitary Board Jaffa Miller.
Chaves; Louis llfeld, Bernnlillo; David
f arr, Bernalillo: Sabino Olivas. Rio Ar
riba; Manuel A. Maes, San Miguel. Each
for two years
Cattle Sanitary Board O. L. Bal
lard, Chaves; A. E. Balrd Otero; U. L.
Hodges, Grant; Cole Rallston, Grant;
Fillberto Gallegos. Union: Thomas' D.
Burns, Jr., Rio Arriba. Each for two
years.
Board of Osteopathy
J. 0. Schwent- ker, Bernalillo; C. A. Wheeler, Santa
Fé; Walter Mayes, Socorro. Each for
two years.
Board of Ontometrv R. J. Taunert.
San Miguel county; C. H. Carnes, Ber
nalillo; i. e. Presley, Chaves, Each
for three years.
State Board of Education A. D.
Crlle, Chaves; E. L. Enloe, Grant;
A táñanlo
Montoya, Bernalillo; Frank
Carroon, San Miguel; Mrs. Josle Lock-har- t,
Colfax. Each for four years.
natural itrsources commission L. B.
Prince of Santa Fé, for term ending
March, 1918; Frank W. Clancy of Santa
Fe, for term ending March, 1919; B. S.
Rodey of Bernalillo (county) for term
ending March, 1920.
State Board of Embalmers M. H.
Koch. Quay, term endinu March. 1918:
Clark Dllley, term ending March, 1919;
o. strong, Bernalillo, term ending
March, 1920; C. A. Rising, Santa Fé,
term ending March, 1921; Ed J. Neer,
Roosevelt, term ending March, 1921.
Board of Pharmacy E. G. Mumhy.
San Miguel, term endtn
March, 1918;
D. W. Haydon,
Union, term endlnir
H.
1919;
March,
O'Reilly, Bernalillo,
J.
term ending Alaren, lazu; p. Moreno,
Dona Ana, term ending March, 1921;
William Duckworth, Curry, term end
ing March. 1922.
State Tax Commission J. Raphael.
Agullar, Mora; A. W. Pollard, Luna;
George L. Ulrlch, Lincoln; R. C. Reld,
Chaves; F. C. Wilson, Santa Fé. Each
(or two years.
Capitol Custodian Committee Teles- Fé; Marcelino
foro Rivera,
Gar- ...... CA Santa
......
r.
n

'
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FOR SICK CHILD
"California Syrup of Figs" can't
harm tender stomach,
liver and bowels.
Every mother realizes, after flvlnc
her children "California Syrup of
Figs" that this is their ideal laxative,
because they love Its pleasant taste

and It thoroughly cleanses the tender
little stomach, liver and bowels without griping.
When cross, Irritable, feverish, or
breath is bad, stomach sour, look at
the tongue, mother! If coated, give a
teaspoonful of this harmless "fruit
laxative," and In a few hours all the
foul, constipated waste, sour bile and
undigested food passes out of the bowels, and you bave a well, playful child
again. When Its little system is full
of cold, throat sore, has stomach-ache- ,
diarrhoea, Indigestion, colic remem- ber, a good "Inside cleaning" should
always be the first treatment given.
Millions of mothers keep "California
Syrup of FigB" handy; they know a
teaspoonful today saves a sick child
tomorrow. Ask at the store for a
bottle of "California Syrup of
Figs," which has directions for babies,
children of all ages and grown-up- s
printed on the bottle. Adv.
.

60-ce-nt

Covers for Plants.
Foldins covers. easily put into use,
have been Invented for protecting
plunts from cold.

CLEAR YOUR COMPLEXION
While You Sleep With Cuticura 8oap
and Ointment Trial Free.
,
On retiring, gently smear the face
with Cuticura Ointment, wash off In
five minutes with Cuticura Soap and
hot water, and continue bathing a few
minutes with the Soap, The Influence
of this treatment 'on the jiores extendi
'
through the night.' '
Free sample each by. moll with Bpok.
Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept. L,
Sold everywhere. Adv.
Boston.
Floating Concrete Buoys.
Floating buoys made of concrete for
mooring vessels have been Invented by
an Englishman.

A KIDNEY REMEDY THAT
PROVES ITS VALUE
About five yean ago I commenced sell
ing Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
and my customers are well enough satisfied with the
remedy to continue buying it. This in
a tulhcient guarantee of its standing in
this locality, and as far as we are aware it
is a splendid preparation and gives uni
versal satisfaction.
Very, truly yours,
L. J. CARRINGTON, Druggist,
July 14, 1918.
Woodland Park, Colo.
Prove Whit Swimp-RoWill Do For Yob
Send ten cents to Dr. Kilmer A Co..
Binghamion. N. Y., for a sample size bottle. It will convince anyone. You will
also receive a booklet of valuable information, telling about the kidneys and bladder. When writinz. be sure and mention
t
this paper. Regular
and
size bottles for sale at all drug
stores. Adv.
fifty-cen-

one-doll- ar

Russian Salt Output.
Russia's annual production of suit,
which a government monopoly controls,
exceeds 2,100,000 tons.

GREEN'S AUGUST FLOWER
Few persons can be sick who use
Green's August Flower. It has been
used for all ailments that are caused
by a disordered stomach and Inactive
liver, such as sick headache, constipation, sour stomach, nervous Indigestion, fermentation of food, palpitation
of the heart from gases created In
the stomach, pains In the stomach, and
many
other orgnnlc disturbances.
August Flower Is a gentle laxative,
regulates digestion, both In the stomach and intestines, cleans and sweetens the stomach and whole alimentary
canal, and stimulates the liver to secrete the bile and impurities from the
blood. Try it. Two doses will relieve
you. Used for fifty years In every
town and hamlet In the United State
aid In all civilized countries. Adv.
1

Needn't Explain It
"There's one good thing about golf."
"What Is It?"
"It's seldom that your wife Insists
on you taking her to see It played."

Two Waive Examination.
A motor-driveAlbuquerque.
Charles Garrett and
Tom Riley, who with Mrs. Ruby Rapp, vented that
were charged with having a hand in a minute.
the disappearance of a pouch of regis" Cmam
. Had
'
tered mail from the Santa Fé station Wither
than
on the night of Feb. 20, waived examgrocer. Adv.

machine has been In

n

polishes a cuspidor in half
Han
ueuer, goes
J'" Til...
"mo, iHuvn v.n
liquid blue. Get from any

ination before United States CommisHe Got His Wish.
sioner George R. Craig. Each was
The conjugal d'lsnute waxed loud
committed to jail until a $5,000 bond
Mrs. Blank unid. "Yes.
oould be furnished. Mrs. Ruby Rapp and furious.
was released on $250 bond to appear yes; It was so!" and Mr. Blank said,
as a witness at the trial before Judge "IJooh, pooh ! It was not so !"
In the end came tears. . Then Mrs.
Neblett of the Federal Court at Santa
Blank fell to reproaches.
Fé on April 3.
"I was reading one of your old let
ters, James, only. today," she sobbed,
Governor Approves Relief Measure.
you said-iit that vou would
Santa FÓ: Governor Llndsey noti 'ana
live In endless torment with
rather
fied both houses that he had signed
me than in bliss by yourself."
the two appropriation bills for the re"Well," grunted Blunk. "I not my
lief of Mrs. E. C. de Baca, widow of
wish."
Governor de Baca. One of these bills
appropriates $1,25 to cover the funerHardly' Possible.
,
al expenses of the late executive, and
The following resolution was nnssed
the other gives Mrs. De Baca the sal by an
Irish corporation : "That a new
ary due her husband at the time of his
Jail should be built ; that this be done
death, amounting to $683.06, and $5,000
out or tne
of the old one,
additional, to be paid In fifty monthly and that thematerluls
old jail be used until the
Installments of $100 each. The first new one Is cotnpleted."
Installment is to be paid April 1st,
i
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Ward off uttacks of grip,
colds ondindjgestion by timely
medication with the thoroughly tested nd reliable remedy 0Í the Ameri-

J

i

8PANI8H-AMERICA-
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RAIL STRIKE

THREE U.S. SHIPS

DECLARED OFF

CITY OF MEMPHIS, ILLINOIS AND
REVIGILANCIA WRECKED

COUNCIL OF NATIONAL DEFENSE

TURNING TO NEW YORK.

FOR 0PERAT0R3.

PERUNA

GIVEN AUTHORITY

mmwuca.

n
name and the retail price is stamped on tht
all ahoes at the factory. Th value is guaranteed and
the wearer protected against high prices for inferior shoes. The
retail price are the same everywhere. They cost no more in San
Francisco than they do in New York. They are always worth the
price paid for them.
'T'he quality of W. L. Douglas product is guaranteed by more
than 40 years experience in making fina shoes. The smart
styles are the
cadera in the Fashion Centres of America.
.
I
X
I
II
I..
D
1 ncy are maae
m a
uruiKiun,
imaury
by the highest paid, skilled shoemakers, under the direction and
supervision or experienced men, all working witn an nonest
determination to make the best shoes tor the price that money
can buy.
Ask your shna dentar for XT. I Dnuciaa shoes. If ha cannot supply 70a with tha kind you want, take no other
mase, w rita for Intore.tlnr booklet explaining how to

L Douglas
tá

TO ACT

FOURTEEN MEN MISSING SHORTER.DAY.SAMEPAY

lrrl.

Okie

III

lllli!

IS EXPECTED TO OR
DER NAVY TO ACT AGAINST

PRESIDENT

SALE DISTEMPER
HORSE
You know that when you sell or buy through the aalea

you have about one chartre in fifty to eecape I ALU BTABLB
SPOHft'S" la your true proteotton. your
DISTEMPER.

only safeguard, for aa aura aa you treat all your horaea
with it, you will aoon ba rid of tha dlaeaaa. It acta aa a
aura preventiva, no matter how they ara "exposed.all
60 centa and (1 a bottle; IS and $10 doien bottlea, at
good druffglata, borae foods houaea, or delivered by tha
manufacturera.
V. 1. A,
POIM MEDICAL CO, Chemlata, Gaahea,

ld

Changed the Bill of Fare.
Gent Is there any soup on the bill

Rád Croas Dogs In War.

There are mare than 2,500 Red
Cross doga n the war fields doing
vork for the wounded.

of fare?

Walter

There was, sir, but I wiped

It off.

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle ot
Smile on wash day. That's when you uat
CASTORIA, that famous old remedy Red Cromi Bag Blue. Clotb.ee whiter than
for Infants and children, and see that It now. All grocers. Adv.
Bears the
.
Use 8ewer Gas.
Signature of
An engine run by sewer gas Is the
In Use for Over 80 Years.
Invention of an Australian engineer.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castaña
Only a lot of cash can make an
Good for the Nerves.
on a marble heart.
To obviate the noise of pneumatic Impression
Inbeen
riveting machines, one has
Wall paper that Is made from rubber
vented that squeezes rivets Into place
has been Invented by an Englishman.
with a pressure of a ton.
YOU GET STRONQ, If you're a tired-ou- t

jrv ,nr
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Died of Premature
Old Age!
(BY T. at. FIERCE,

r
1

II. D.)

How many times we hear of comparatively young persons' passing away when
they should have lived to be 70 or 80
years of age. This fatal work is usually
attributed to the kidneys, as, when the
kidneys degenerate, it causes
The more injurious the poisons
passing thru the kidneys, the quicker
will those noble organs be degenerated,
and the sooner they decay.
To prevent premature old age and
promote long lile, lighten the work of
the kidneys dv drinking plenty of pure
water all day long, and occasionally taking a little Anuric before meals. This
can be obtained at almost any drug store.
Anuric will overcome such conditions as
rheumatism, dropsical swelliags, cold extremities, scalding and burning urine and
sleeplessness due to constant arising.
n.

.

or

with Dr.

Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
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ASSURE OPERATION OF LINES

ret shoes of the

Weatern Newspaper Union Newa Service.

Washington, March 19. With the
announcement of the ruthless destruction of three unarmed American merchant ships by submarines, It was unofficially admitted here that virtually
state of war exists between the
United states and Germany.
Technically the United States re
mains in a position of armed neutrality. Whether this shall be changed
before April 16, the date fixed for a
g
special session of Congress, the
branch of the government.
President Wilson has not decided.
The sinking of
the American steamships City of
Memphis, Illinois and Vigilancia was
Fourteen men
announced Sunday.
from the Vigilancia are missing,, as
are some of the men from the City of
Memphis.
The crew of the Illinois
was landed safely.
The Illinois, from London for Port
Arthur, Texas, In ballast, was sunk
at 8 o'clock Sunday morning.
The Vigilancia was torpedoed with- :ut warning. The submarine did not
appear. The captain, first and sec
ond mates, first, second and third en
men of the
glneers, and twenty-thre- e
crew have been landed at the Scllly
Islands.
The fourth engineer and
thirteen men are missing.
The City of Memphis, which left
Cardiff Fridav in ballast for New
York was sunk Saturday.
When she left port the City of Mem
phis had the Stars and Stripes painted on both sides.
She encountered a submarine about
London, March 19.

suunpea

New York, March 19. After a forty- eight-hou- r
truce between the four
railroad brotherhoods and the railroads had been declared here late

y
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Canada Offers 160 Acres
Free to Farm Hands
...- --

Bonus of Western Canada Land to Men Assisting in
Maintaining Needed Grain Production
The demand for farm labor in Canada is great As an inducement
to secure the necessary help at once, Canada will give

ONE HUNDRED

AND SIXTY ACRES OF

LAND FREE AS A HOMESTEAD
and allow the time of the farm laborer, who has filed on the land, to
apply a3 residence duties, the same as if he actually had lived on it
Another special concession is the reduction of one year in the time
to complete duties. Two years instead of three.as heretofore, but
only to men working on the farms for at least six months in 1917.
This appeal for farm help is in no way connected with enlistment
for military service but solely to increase agricultural output. A wonderful opportunity to secure a farm and draw good wages at the same
time Canadian Government will pay all fare over one cent per
mile from St. Paul or Duluth to Canadian destination. Information
as to low railway rates may be had on application to
W. V. BENNETT, Room

4, Bee

Bldfl., Omaha, Nebr.

Canadian Govarament Aaeai

Peronne and 8ixty Towns Captured
French Hammer Foes
by British
Hard Between Avre and Olee.
British forces In their latest push
on the western front have retaken approximately 430 square miles of
French territory occupied by the
Germans since the beginning of the
war. The following are the more im
portant of about eighty towns and vil
íaKes reoccupied by the British :
Chaulnes,
Peronne, Gre-Bapaume,
viliere. Fresnes, Horgny, Villers Car
Barleaux, Eterpigny, Le
bonelle.
Dransloy, La Maisonnette, Biefvlllers,
Bihucourt,

Achlet-Le-Gran-

Ablamsevllle,

t,

Achlet
Bucquoy, Es

Herts.

The French, (ln cooperation with
their British allies in this new thrust,
have retaken and are in possession
of about 525 square miles of territory
formerly held by the Teutons. The
foHowing are the moré important
towns reported as occupied by the
French: Noyon. Crouy, Carlepont
Morsam, Nouvronlngre, Roye and Las- signy.

The "United States of Russia."
New York. The empress and crown
prince are now safe in Finland and
the emperor is at the Siietogorsky
monastery in Pskoff, according to a
cablegram made public here by the
corporation.
According to Ivan Norodny, head of
the corporation, the cablegram was
from their representatives in Petro- grad and was transmitted through the
Belgian minister. Mr, Norodny announced the receipt of dispatches also
saying that the duma is promulgating
orders for the formation of a govern
ment to be known as the United
States of Russia, with Prince Lvoff
as president.
Guardsmen Held in U. S. Service.
Denver. The War Department has
issued orders from Washington, sus
of all national
pending the muster-ou- t
guardsmen now In the federal service, detaining on the Mexican border
all troops that have not yet left, and
holding all others at their respective
demobilization camps.

U. S. Consuls Return to Mexico.
consular
Washington. American
officers, withdrawn from Mexico
when the border situation was acute,
have been ordered back to their dis
tricts. Americans are advised by the
State Department not to return to
Mexico. John R. Silliman will return
to Guadalajara, his old post; Thomas
Meatless FHday for Clubs.
Dickinson goes to San Luis Potosí as
London. Nearly all the leading vice bnsul: Randolph Robertson to
London clubs have decided on one Monterey as vice consul; Thomas D.
meatless day a week, and for the sake Bowman to Frontera as consul, and
of convenience Friday has been cho William E. Chapman to Mazatlan as
i
sen as the day.
consul.

Coloradoan Killed In Arizona.
Tucson, Ariz.7-f. Sullivan, a min
ing man of Cripple Creek,' Colo., was
instantly killed near this city when
in which he was riding
an automobile
'
overturned, pinning him beneath the
wreckage. The other members of the
party escaped with minor bruises.
G.

.

Oo
8h
W. L. Hong-la186 Huark St., Brockton, Mm.

In tht Wrong Place.
An old gentleman walked up to tho
pretty girl attendant at the counting-room of a dully newspaper office a few
days ago and said:
"Miss, I would like to get copies of
your paper for a week back."
"You lmd better get a porous plaster," she abstractly replied. "Yon get
them Just across the street."

In every

part of the world you will find
products doing their duty, in all kinds of
VvTEather and under all conditions rendering Uni
versal service of the best kind.
Certain-teed-

Certain - teed

Certain-tee- d

Paints &Varnishes

Roofíng

-

i

BROKEN

Best laths World

Fmldent

tne Bottom.

on

stands for universal service.

pro-rat- a

e

LINE

J Boys' Shoes

Universal Service.

e,

GERMAN

I

W

1

New York, March 19. The confer
California Is about to Irrigate 1,000,-00- 0
Pore glycerin will help to dissolve
ence committee of railroad maawgers
ucres In San Joaquin valley.
linen.
from
fnUt stulris
early this morning authorized President Wilson's mediators to make
The United States yearly spends
India lias. begun active mining' of
whatever arrangements were neces pitchblende, the chief sourse of radium. $100,000,000 In building public schools.
sary with the railroad brotherhoods
to call off the threatened strike. The
formal letter In which this authorization was made was signed by Eltsha
Lee, chairman of the managers, committee, and was as follows: "In the
national crisis precipitated by events
of which we heard this afternoon, the
national conference commltee of railroads Join with you in the conviction
that neither at home ' nor abroad
should there be fear or hope that the
efficient operation of the railroads of
the country will be hampered or impaired. Therefore you are authorized
to assure the nation there will be no
strike, and as a basis for such assurance we hereby authorize the commit
Certain-tee- d
tee of the Council of National De
fense to grant to the employés who

BUKnr-cuaiH- u.

That Is tha Original

fro.

An Essential Step. '
The republic of Panama has had
Saturday, thus averting the great Its first bank failure, and feels that
progressive" strike that was to have it Is cutting Its teeth as an Infant In
begun at 7 o'clock Saturday night, W. the family of nations. The process Is
G. Lee, chief of the trainmen and npve,r Wholly pleasurable, but It has
spokesman for the brotherhood chiefs, to come. Brooklyn Eagle.
asserted that be believed an amicable
settlement of all the differences would
txve Is never satisfied until It gets
be reached by Monday.
both arms full.

ay

Tho Quinine That Docs Hoi
Causo Nervousness or
Ringing in Head

standard oí quality for the price,

W

Weiteeti Newspaper Union Newa 8ervlce.

are about to strike whatever adjust
ment your committee .deems neces
sary to guarantee uninterrupted and
efficient operations of the railroads
as an indispensable arm of national
defense."
The decision reached by the man
agers at their midnight conference
Caught the Post.
means that the brotherhoods have
Pat was walking along the road,
won an important victory, although It
when, hearing a whir, he looked back,
does not bring them all their original
and saw Lnrry flying fust and furious
demandB. By the agreement, it is ason a bicycle.
sumed they will be awarded
"Hi! wait a minute!" shouted Pat.
time for overtime on the basic eightyon."
spuke
to
"I want to
h65 day, which. they have been as- "I cun't. I'm In a hurry, I want
surea.
to catch the post," cried Larry, flying
Their original demands called for
by.
time
and a half for overtime on the
Suddenly the bicycle swerved, and
same
basic day.
crashed Into a telegraph pole In the
Secretary Lane issued this state
roadside, and Larry and the bike lay
ment: "Regardless of the decision of
In a helpless tangle. As Pat came on,
the Supreme Court on the Adamson
Larry was extricating himself from
day will go
law,
the basic eight-hou- r
puzzle.
wire
the
Into
effect."
are
intoxicating
not
are
grin,
"I
Kisses that
"Begorra !" said Pot, with a
Russia's Fleet Joins In 'Revolution.
Immediately after Secretary Lane
the kind that drive a man to drink
see you caught the post."
London. The entire Russian Baltic had made his announcement, the
fleet and the fortresses at Viborg and brotherhood members sent telegrams
Sveaborg have joined the revolution to all the general chairmen Informing
ary movement In Russia, says a dls- - them that the strike had been deoatch to the Exchange Telegraph clared off.
Company from Copenhagen which is
based on reports received from
Germans Going to U. 8. Forts.
Sweden.
Washington. The 700 Interned Ger
Because of its Tonic and Laxative effect, LAXATIVE BROMO
man sailors at the Philadelphia navy
QUININE can be taken by anyone without causing nervousness
Fletcher and Carranza Confer.
yard will be moved to Forts McPher- or ringing in the head. It removes the cause of Colds, Grip and
Mexico City. The American am son and Oglethorpe, Ga.
needed.
is
Quinine
Headache. Used whenever
hnnanrinr Henrv p. Fletcher, had a
lone conference with General Carran
Norway's Fisheries Booming.
Workingmen of
za at the palace.
Christiania. The value of Norway's
Mexico City paraded in honor of Gen fisheries In 1916 was 14C.000.000 kro
eral Carranza's election to the presi 'ner, as against 37,000,000 kroner In
dency of the republic.
1914.
May-appl-

hle-tiea-t

by return snail, postage

or disorder,, you
cot well. r or
these two things
to build up women's strength,
and to cure woLm
men's ailments
this Is the best medicine to benefit or cum.
regulates
and proThe "Prescription"
motes all the natural lunctions, never
conflicts with them, and is perfectly
harmless In any condition of the female
system. It brings refreshing sleep, and
restores health and vigor.
If you eat the right foods, and not too
much of them, the poisons In your sysevening. The Ger
tem can be kept down and thrown out by 5 o'clock-Saturdtaklnir a natural laxative, such as that man commander ordered the captain
.composed of
Juice of aloes.
ship with
root oi miao.
aim iuiik auiu of the steamer to, leave his
druggists
by all
as Dr. Pierce's Pleasant In fifteen minutes.
renew, uet inem
The entire crew entered five boats
and the submarine then fired a tor
Diaanosls by Patient
on the
The physicians were consulting be- pedo which struck the vessel
hole
side the bed of a niun supposed to tarboard side, tearing a great
through hlch the sea poured.
huve appendicitis.
The steamer settled down quickly
"No." said one of them decisively
"I think we should wait until he gets and foundered within a few minutes,
During the night the boats became
stronuer before operating." .
TI other doctor opened his mouth separated, and at 4 o'clock Sunday
to speak, but the patient beat him to morning three boat crews were picked
up by a patrol vessel and landed.
it.
"What do you take me forf he These boats contained thirty-thremen, mostly Americans.
asked feebly. "A cheese?"
All the officers were Americans.
Giovanni Libretto, dead In New York, The officers believe that the other
boats will be rescued.
ordered $10,000 spent on his funeral,

CO

GRANT NECESSARY DEMANDS TO
DURING WAR PERIL.

.

aSZMZLI

Save Money by Wearing W. L. Douglas
shoes. For ale by over 9000 shoe dealer.
The Beat Known Shoesv in the World.

It's better to be safe than tony.

at.

3

ta

U

SHOE THAT HOLDS ITS SHAPE"

$3 $3.50 $4 $4.50 $5 $6 $7 & $3

Many a ton! spell of dlstressini slcaneae
might nava been preveoted U ihla proved

remedy had been resorted to la the flnt
An ertlrie that hal been efficiently
aaed for nearly bait a century baa proved
Tablet kxm it you desire U.
it alúa.
AtyoardraftgUU.

O
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"THE

n

can household

Ha

gives Universal Service

give Universal Service because

who use it.

to all
For factories,

they are good, dependable
products, honestly made from
high grade materials, by expert paint men, and guaran-

office buildings, farm build-

ings, garages,
IN-TEED

etc., CERTAis the efficient

roof. It costs less to buy, less
to lay and less per year of life.
clean, saniIt is light-weigweather-proand fire
tary,
ht,

of

For residences
CERTAIN-TEESlate
retardant.

D

Surfaced Shingles have all the
advantages of CERTAIN-TEE- D
Roll Roofing, plus
CERTAIN-TEE- D
beauty.
artistic
is guaranteed for 5,
10 or 15 years, according to
thickness (1, 2 or 3 ply),

longer than the

teed to give satisfaction.
Mixed by modern machinery

which eliminates the uncertainties of hand mixing and
insures absolute conformity
to the expert's formula on
the label. The extensive organization for selling and distributing all CERTAIN-TEE- D

products reduces
costs to a minimum and
makes it possible to sell
CERTAIN-TEE-

Paints

D

period of guarantee.

and Varnishe3 at very rea'"'
sonable prices.

If you are building or need a new
roof, it will pay you to investigate
CERTAIN-- 1 ELL) before
deciding upon any type of
Sold by leading dealroof.
ers all over the world at reasonable prices.

Whether you do your own painting
or employ a painter it will pay you to
insist on getting CJiR 1 AIN-TEEAny good dealer can
supply you.
If he doesn't
he
carry CERTAIN-TEE- D
can get it for you.

but

lasts

CERTAIN-TEE-

D

'

D.

PRODUCTS CORPORATION

General Roofing Mfg. Co, Gregg Varnish Co, Mound City Paint mni Color Co.
ClmlaBa1
Boatoo.
Plttiburth Datratl
Philadelphia
St. Louie
New York Chlcaco
Minn..ooli
Cincinnati N.w Orl.ana Lo. Ang.
Buffalo SanFranclaeo Milw.uk.
Richmond Grand Rápida Na.lmll
Atlanta
Kansas City Seattle indianapolla
.- Sjdn.r
Duluth
London
Houston
DeMoiaa
SaltLakaCitf

Fama Hands Wmled

Western Canada Farmers require 50,000 American
farm labourers at once. Urgent demand sent, out for farm
help by the Government of Canada.

Steady Employment
Good Wages
Low Railway Fares

Pleasant Surroundings

Comfortable Homos

No Compulsory Military Service

Farm hands from the United States are absolutely guaranteed against conscription. This advertisement is to secure farm help to replace Canadian farmers who have enlisted for the warv
A splendid opportunity for the young man to investigate Western Canada's agricultural offerings, and to do so
at but little expense.
CT" Only Thoso Accustomed to Farming Naod Apply
For particulars as to railway rates and districts requiring labour,
any
or
other information regarding Western Canada apply to
W. V. BENNETT, Room 4, Bee Bldg., Omaha, Nebr.
Canadian Government Agent

'.'
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.
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The Spanish - American
tniRiuD

.

Auoüht
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17,

FOR SALE- :- Pair good young
work horse3.
Also pair two
year olds, gelding and filly.

Pay by Check and Save a Surplus

fr

$1.59

SabKriptM

second-clas-

Ttu

You can accomplish

FOR SALE- :- Span of good
atthe young mules. Cash or terms
apply to this office.

matter

s

,

Roy, N. M.

postoffice in Roy, New Mexico.

.far more in a
business way with a checking account
than you, can with actual cash.

We

LEAVE WELL PERSONS

ALONE

Will

With a checking account you KNOW
where the money goes, which enables
you to REGULATE your expense. In
this way you can accumulate a reserve
which will be safely conserved for you,
in this bank.

Be

Mor Harm Than Good to Set Up
a Cause for Worry.

1802

Roy, N. Mex.

Fillings, Proofs and all
land matters.
Also Surveys and Plats.

I'tiy an Incubator.
regret It.

You, can't keep chickens In good
health without grit.

from mature hens are better
for hatching purposes than those from
very young pullets.

;

Enough.
Mainly, who was a housemaid and
black, arrived late to begin her duties
one morning and her mistress Inquired
us to the cause of delay.
"I's sorry, Miss Clara; indeed I is!"
staled Mundy. "But P Jest natchelly
couldn't got here no soouer'n whut I. Is
irot here. I been at the party give by
the Sislern of the Mysterious Ten at
the Culild Odd Fellers' hall, rlsht up
the street. They started In dancln'
and earryln' on last night and they's
still In full swing. You never seen so
many folks packed in one little hall In
nil yore buwu days ; and right now, ef
you'll poke yore hald outen yore side
winder you kin hear them folks whoop-In- '
ami Inughln', und hear the orches-

lators.
The
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the Interior U.S. Land
at Clayton, New Mexico.
Mar 14. 1917
Notice Is hereby given that
i
Lafayette M. Livingston of Sótano
N M who on Feb. 7, and Ádd'l Moy27
1914 made H E Nos 017484 and 017926
for Nwi and Sw Section 21, TownN M P
ship 19. Kange 2sE
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
tomake three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before V. H. Foster U. S. comr. at
the 30
Roy, Mora Co. new' Mexico-o'
day of Apr 1917
Claimant names as v.itnesses:
Tom Hamilton
H E Dean
Carlisle Bradley
A S Troup
All of Solano Nw Mexico

.Office

o

f

at

Clayton, New Mexico,

rMarch 14, 1915
Notice is hereby given that
Francisco Belasquex of Albert, New
Mexico who en Aug 16 1915 made H E
Sec 2' arid
No 020C87 for NKi-NE- i,
S 24 T 20N R 28W
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make Three Year proof to
establish claim to the land described,
before P H Foster U S Com'r at
Roy, N.N. on the 31st dar of Apr, 1917
SEJ-SW-

o

Goodman's
"1H1S

(ollcrnnoErziSlir

'1HA1

J. L. HAYES

Estate

Real

Co.

F. H. Foster, U.S.

Offiice with

Commissoíier,

N. M,

ROY,

C.N. ROARK
Clayton New Mex- LAND PLATS of all kinds
Abstracts of U. S. Land
Office Records,
MAPS.

,.r

Just a Few Days left!

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land

-

ty

We have the above amount of
money to loan on farms on this
mesa. 9 percent lpercent commission- no inspection fees.
Inspector will be here in about
30 days. File applications now.

UBLiqATION.

J,

SwJ-SE-

Í

'

J

O

$100,000.00 to Loan
at 9 percent

Register.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Put Ledoux
Felix Bundoval
Moyses Belasqutz Hipólito Ribera
All of Albert New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register,
21
4

nt-i-

CO. INC.

General DiatrihtttAra
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Prompt Attention
NOTICE rOK

Postcards.

It Is generally understood that pic-- I
ture posteai'ds lirst came Ir.lo viiiie
Fhoriiy after the war of 1S70, but it
Is probable that they p back nearly
n century earlier. In the "Aliminach
de la Petite Poste" f 1777 one finds
the following: "There are at this
moment sun engravings which are
curried tliroiiirh the post o:i 'cards,
often with coinmnnlealions, which are
Invention Is
yisuiic to nil. This
by Pemalson, the engraver,' and has
According to this
laused much talk
Franco appears to bo the Idrlhplucu oí
tliL- - moilt ru pictorial c,a;l8.

of

PAZ VALVERDE,

Millet

ri

THE MEYERS

Register

Olll re

i-e-

and
'

jr

Orcen food is required to keep the
ippetlte keyed up to tha proper keeu-ies.to supply certain elements l:i ilns
ejrii and make the yolk and white of
proper color and texture.

Antiquity of

l"ty

r.iiKiisn

I

Tu-

!.i

orweu;

an-

I

y

'

MO

m-

i. niif

!;;!.

il;

'I

tin

Times

lurirtlli

rc-i-

I'll.

I

i

Mfiri' iu--

i

well-bciu-

establish claim to the land altive described, before F. U. Foster U. f
at Roy, N. M. on the 30th da y
o Apr. 1917
Claimant names as witnesses:
Epfanio Flores
Salomii Naranjo
Benito Aigueilo Vidal C. Martinez
All ol Roy New Mexico.

Depiirtment

.

i

1

El-S-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

I

n,y

íir7.T.Ti.í-Ü-

(Co-mr- .

beef-scrap-

For tlk last feed in the day corn Is
he most satisfactory, Imparting the
üeat so necessary for the
of
the fowl duiirii the nights.
i

Dec i Net G'.op El Paso Mornlnj
Times' Grial Bargain &
Offer.
JHiel.r.

Line.

The advantage In keeping but onrf
breed of poultry is that one can market a uniform product In eggs aud
stock.

Hirfn Coot of Paper

the Interior U.S. Land
at Clayton New Me.xio

KJ-N-

well-know- n

of nlfulfa, meal,
tra playin'."
ground bone and a few other
"Wasn't It rather tumultuous, Mun- Ingredients of minor i::;p.rtnnee makes
dy'" asked the lady of the house.
the best feed Jor chicks that can bo
'Hit secured.
"Oil, nome!" said Mnndy.
wu.n't a bit too mulchous lest about
mulchotis enough !" Saturday Evening
Millions of vgA ure laid every ycur
- Post.
ivhlch would never hatch, simply
they do not contain a germ. They
ire l.ncrille i:i.l are fhe jucs that
should be used for preservation.

Heark, Pastor.

O. W.

Register.

Township luN Rai.ge 20E
MM P Meridian, has filed notice of in
tention U make Three Year Proof, to

"One Price to All"

Do not consider the price" too much
when buying an incubator. What you
want Is a good, reliable,

VIEW

PLEASANT

First Sunday each Month at 3,

Mar 14, 1917

Mils,

soon earns its cost

11 a. rrt.

N

Notice is hereby given that Juan
Pablo Cordova of Roy, New Mexico
who on January, 2.'!, 1914 madeH ENo
:
0L7433 for
Section 35

Co.
Wilson
New Mexico.

by converting what would otherwise
be waste. Into a splendid chicken food.

A combination

,

PAZ VALVERDE,

f
bone-cutte-

PAZ VALVERDE,

'

The value of green foods lies In the
fact that they are nppctbers and regu-

at

All of Roy New Mexico

4-- 21

Office

We Have Recently Completed One Of The Largest 'and
Best Implement and Harness Sample Rooms in New Mexico and We Cordially Invite You to Call and Look Over
Our Line.

.

SOLANO
Services 1st Sunday each month

p.m.
'Claimant names as witnesses:
Donald Upton
Hrm Upton
MILLS
P J LaumbacU.. Antonio Masquranez 3rd Sunday at 11.00 a. m. 8PM.

DepK'-tm'-nt-

lot food In winter Is Imperativo.
Every morning and niht It should be
fed piping hot.
I&K

2d Sunday of each
Service
month at II a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month at
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morn-m- g
service.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

No Matter What Your Needs In The Implement
We Are Epuipped To Supply You.

I

'

Sec.
18N.
Township.
Range 27E N
M. P. M., has filed notice of intention
to make Three Year Proof, to establish claim to the land above described
before F. H. Foster, U. S. Com, at his
office in Roy N. M. on Ap 3'J l'JIT.

at the proper season
Independently altogether of her being
muted with a male bird.
A lien will lay

ROY

Register

18

International

One of the best green foods for laying
hens Is cur clover.

CHRISTIAN

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
.
,
Mar 14, 1917
." Notice is hereby given that
MadelenaTrujillo of Roy N M who on
Nov, 29, M3made H K No 017287 for

JOHN DEERE,
Emerson,
Osborne,

You will nevei

Mosquero
PAZ VALVERDE

1

Farm Machinery.

up-to-da- te

of

NOTICE FOK PUBLICATION

Farm
Implements

'

Thomas Hamilton

Dri-tkil- l

All

3--

Three Car Loads of

J. E. WILDMAN
Real Estate, Loans
and "insurance

.

juii

.

Obtainable everywhere.

in

'

,i

i í'

Arriving
THIS WEEK

Ray

are being unloaded at our Warehouse
this week, consisting of the latest models

Mr. Lewis told me there was none
In It ; it was an Italian Uislt ami what
appeared like onions was made of Hour
and butter with a particularly strong
liquor mixed with them "lee cream,
very good; crust wholly dried, crumbled Into thin Hakes, n dish somewhat
like pudding, instile white as milk or
curd, very porous and light, covered
with cream sauce, very flue.
"Many other
a great variety of fruit; plenty of wines and
ood.
President social. We drank

v--

NEW MEX.

ROY,

ROY, N. M

.

I

BANK.

Mercantile Co.

at Residence

lalph ilaren of Mosquero New Mex
Methodist Episcopal Church
who on June, 10, 1912 madeH E 014749
SERVICES ON ROY CIRCUIT
for NWJ and S'.VJ S 12 T 19 N R 28E
i
N M. P. Meridian ha filed notice of
1st & 3d Sundaj at 7.30 P. M
proof
intention to make three-yea- r
to establish claim 'to the land above
described, before F. H. Foster, II. S.
BAPTIST
Commissioner at Roy, N. M., on the
2nd day of May 1917.
Seeond Sunday in each month.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Service" II A. M.,
7.30, P. M.
Oscar Aspgren
Mark Woods

ROY TRUST & SAVINGS

When you see a cheerful and happy
old lady you may Knew that she has
good digestion.
If your digestion i
impaired or if you do not relish ycur
meals take a dose of Chamberlain's
Tableta.
They strengthen the stomach, improve the digestion' and cause
a gentle movement of the bowels.

Office

contains an account of a dinner at the
White House, given by President Jef,
ferson February 6, ISO-.!- to which Sir.
Cutler and six members of the house
were invited.
Mr. Cutler, according to the Columbus Dispatch, wrote that there was
"rice soup, round of beef, turkey, mutton, hum, loin of vcul, cutlets of mut-to- n
or veal, fried eggs, fried beef, u
pie called macaroni, which appears to
be a rich crust filled with strilllons of
onions or shallots, which 1 took it to
be ; tasted very strong uud not agree-abl-

-

(

SIGN OF GOOE DIGESTION.

,

Mass once each month at the
Catholic Church. Datps announcDepartment of the Interior TJ. 1. Land ed in advance.
Kev. Fr. Ant. Cellier.
Office ut Clayton New Mexico,
Mar. 16, 1917.
Priest in charge,.
hereby given that
NOTICE
NOTICE FOE PUBLICATION

R

Full Blood Rhode Island Red
Chickens, Hens $1.25 Roosters
$3.00.
5T5
Floersheim

4

lepjal receipt.

Prompt Attention
Office at Solano, New Nexico.

Maneasen Cutler, the founder of the
Ohio colony, and father of the ordinance of 1787, kept a diary all through
his public life and it is now In the
possession of Charlea G. Dawes.
It

r'i.i

Paying with cash leaves only a memory
record. No transactions are forgotten
when you pay by check. Every check bears
a record of the date, the amount, and the
name of the person to whom the money is
paid. It goes safely by mail and comes
back with the payee's endorsement as a

Account for
i
You

JACK P. MILLS
U. S. Commissioner

.

E,

Checking

Strawn,

C. A.

Is DePresident Jefferson's ' Far
scribed In an Interesting Manner
by Quest at His Table.
fc,

tea."

to Conduct

disc.

The question whether doctors should
treat nick men or well men rent the
lerenlty of the New York Academy of
Medicine, says the New York Times.
The debate started over a discussion
so to how to doctor up Americans so
ns to ninko this the most efficient of
nations. The doctors were no nearer a
solution of the problem when they adjourned than when tliu discussion befan.
After a prolonged discussion of the
proper remedies for the presence of
luellkient persons in the community,
la which It was prophesied that the
day was comluff when It would be
fashionable to be exaniiued, physically
and meutally, every now and then.
Doctor Meltzer said : "That will only
make people sicker to examine them.
Do you know why a dog doesn't die?
I'll tell you a do never knows why
be Is living and that he Is going to
die; after he's dead, he doesn't know
It; therefore a dog never dies. People go on for years living orderly lives
until somebody, maybe an Insurance
doctor, tells them they have something
the matter with them, and, thenceforth, until they reach their grave,
they are sick. Let the physician treat
the sick and let the well alone. It Is
time more was done for the sick man.
The doctor's Job is with the sick man."
WHITE HOUSE DINNER IN

Glad

cornplanter, surface cultivator
windmill, cheap harness and

Physicians cí Op.r.ion That it Does

SEJ-SW-

J;

Si-S-

N

i

Department of Hie Interior U. 8. Land
VNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Office at Clayton New Mexico
Mar, 18 lit 17
Meets each Sur.da7 at 10, A. M
Notice is hereby given that Bror at Christian Churcn.
Your
Oscar Aspjjren of Mosquero N M who presence is necessary.
822
01
No
on August 1, 1913 made II E
Rev. G. B.JíÍALLTSupt
i:
NWJ:Soe. 26
for NEJ-NEM
N
Sec 23 Twp 19N Hng 28K
P. Meridian, has filed notico of intenV. Pt S. C.
tion to make final Three Year
R. C . Guunio, Prescient
Proof, to establish claim to the land
Miss LILLIAN Grineh, Sec'y.
above described before V II Foster
Meets
at the Christian Church,
U. S. Commissioner at his Office at Itoy
Roy, N. M,, every Sundat evenNew Mexico on May 3 1917.
ing at 7 o'clock.
Claimant names as witnesses:
A cordial welcome extended to
Kay Driskill
Mark Woods
all visitors.'
Thomas Hamilton
Ralph Hazen
All of Mosquera New Mexico.
Paz Valverde
CATHOLIC
V Register.
4 21

.

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

Church Directory

NOTICE FOR rUBLICATION

J.'N. Nutter,

IRVIN OGDEN, SP

Entered as

SPANISH - AMERICAN.

.IUUK
..,r, nnnnlTrr"
nvuuuv

ciot5M

Subscription Offer Close
February 23lh.
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THE

LOCAL

NOTICE FOR. PUBLICATION

Dr. H. S. Murdoch,

"Dentis- tf Springer, N. M.. will be in

-

--

April 9 to 14

7

Southwestern Hotel
to attend the Dental needs of
this community.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

J. B. LUSK

Notice is hereby given that Emory S
Judy of Roy New Mexico who on Oct.
4th. 1912, made HE No. 014666 for
SEJ and SWJ of Section 10 Twp. 19N
Rng. 26E. N. M P Meridian has filed
notice of intention to make three year
proof to establish claim to the
land above described, before F. H. Foster U. S. Commissioner, at Roy,' New
on Apr. 18 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Videl C. Martines
M.N.Baker
Earl Baum
Geo. O. Cable
All of Roc New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
3--

Attorney

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

Roy Garage
and LIVERY

V

Cars Housed and Cared for

HOW TO PREVENT CROUP.

At Reasonable Rates.

When the child is subject to attacks
of croup, see to it that he eats a light
evening meal, as an overloaded tom-ac- h
may bring on an attack, also watch

Repair Work
"

Notice

ia

hereby given that

DaVid

'

F. S. BrOWn,

ROY,

i

4--

J.

'StSr
New Mex

Optlm.stic Thought
Every light has Its shadow and ev
rj shadow hath a succeeding mora

log.

'

'

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

4--

Act jot March 4th. 1915.
Department of the interior U. S. Land
to establish claim to tha land above deOffice at Clayton, New Mex '
scribed, before Juanita, G, Gonzales
Mar. 1, 1917
U S Com, at Gallegos N M on the
Notice is hereby.given that Alexan16th, day of April 1917.
der Arnold of Solano N. M. who on
June 23, 1911, made Homestead Entry
Claimant names as witnesses:
No. 013438 forWi-NW- i.
J
,

A..C.

J.

Smith,

R. Guinn,
Pierce Field

Charles P. Field
All of David New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE
7
Register
4--

0-

For best results mail your
films to Lafayette Studio.
Roy, New Mexico.

Sec.
T. 18N.R
26E. N. M. P. Meridian has filed notice
of intention to make Three Year proof
to establish claim to the land above
described, before F. H. Foster U. S.
Commissioner at his office in Roy N.M.
on Apr. 16 1917. Wi-SW-

34

J.W.Arnold

March

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
t

Pure Drugs, Chemical knd
Patent Medicines

W.S.Arnold

0

Perodicals and

-

7

,

The Roy Drug Store

of Solano N, M.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
3--

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, N. M.

SJ-N-

Claimant names as witnesses:
J. M, Finch
Henry Stone of Roy

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

.

and

NOTICE FOE PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

Stationery

of David N

Eastman Kodaks and Supplies

Notice is hereby given that
Mar. 3, 1917,
. Grover C. Till of Mills N. M. Who on
is
Notice
hereby
given that
Dec. 9, 1912 and Jnne4, 1913 made HE
Robert E. Anderson of Mills N. M.
SWJ,
015988
and
U15276
for
No.
Who on Sept. 27, 1912 and June fl, 1!)13
Section 6 Townand Wi-Nmadd HE No. 015048 and 016084 forWJ
N, M. l
ship 21N. Range 252.
Sec. 8 Twp
NEi, andEj-NWMeridian has tiled notice of in- 21N. Range
2.K N. M, P.
tention to make three year proof, to
Establish claim to the landl above Meridian has filed notioe of intension
described, before F. H. Foster, U, S. to make final three year proof to
Commissioner, at his office at Roy, establish claim to the land above desF. H, Foster
cribed before
N M on the 18 day of Apr. 1917.
U. S. Commissioner at RoyX. Mex.
Claimant names as witnesses:
,
on . 17, Apr 1917.
., E., F. Cheney J
A. D. Hurford
names
Claimant
witnesses:
as
R. E. Anderson
C D. Cheney
Ed Cheney
A D Hurford
All of Mills N. M,
G C Till
C D Cheney
.
PAZ VALVERDE,
All of Mills N M
Register
rAZ VALVERDE, Register.

U.

Notice is hereby given that
rita T. Naranjo heir and for the heirs
of Juana C De Trujillo deceased, of

0

Dr. M. D. Óibbs, Prop.

Remember

March

f

S. B. Gallegos

J.

.1.

S. Lopez

Garcia. Juan Pablo Cordova
All of Roy New Mexico
PA3 VALVERDE
Registei.
15.

When you want to
;
look good and feel good and Be
Good come to the

Roy Barber Shop
where you can pass off the
'
time and enjoy your self. You
wont take the blues waiting for
a shave; you can play pool and
hold your turn; smoke the best
Cigars, eat the finest Candy in
town, and the best of all be in
the best Barber Shop in town;
.

You're Next
WHEN TO TAKE CHAMBERLAIN'S
TABLETS. V

S. H.

!

Jenkins,

When you feel dull and stupid after
eating. .
YOU PRESS THE BUTTON
When constipated or bilious.
WE DO THE REST
When you have a sick headache.
We are equipped to finish your
When you have a sour stomach.
When yot belch after eating.
films by the best mothods and
When you have indigestion.
print them on the best paje,
When nervous or despondent.
in the least possible time.
Velox,
When yon have no relish lor your

Uniform Prices.

meals,
When yo.r liver is torpid.

,

Obtainable everywhere.

KlkDrug Store'
Tucumcari, to, M.
3

Roy Telephone Co.
Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's
Office and Exchange,
Connoqts with

LONG-DISTANC-

E

SEJ-NW- J,

March 2. 1017.
'

post-offic-

Juice
indigestion

WJ-NW-

WJ-NE-

J:

SEJ-Nw-

J

NJ-NU-

1

J:

EJ-sV-

4--

4--

0

1

NKJ-Nw-

NJ-N-

SEJ-Nw-

-

'

ROY, N. M.

FEOXE at Springer.

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

'

Mosquero, Mills, Abbott', Taylor Springs
Rural-Coi- n
inunity Lines'
and intermediate points.
'
Eflicient Service- Roy City Exchange,
Solano,

Completoffndex to All Lands ar:dTovn Property in
Mora County.

coit-uecte- d.

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

luade

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

0

Now Come On

Register

C C232 of
To YVMium F, Shannon
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land San Jon, N.M. Coutestee:
Office at Clayton, New Méx.,
You are hereby notilied tlikt Henry
Mar. :, 1917 .
,
i Notice is herebv given that Charley V. Farmer, who gives Roy, N M as,
e
address, did on .Ian 21st
D. Cheney of Mills, New Mexico Who his
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
e
on Nov. 25 1912 and June 2.!. 1913 made 1917, file in this office his duly corrob- H E Nos 015224 and (Ui;3:W for SWJ; S oi ated application to contest and se
Department of the Interior
For
it anil
S 17 T 21N R25KNMP. cure the cancellation of your HomeU. S. Land Of floe at Santa Fe N M
Few people realize as they enjoy the Merinian, has filed notice of intention stead Entry No 022371 Serial No 022371
ó
J
luscious pineapple that in ltd Juice
made June 1916, for
Sec 29,
1917
March
to make three year final proof to estabKitture ha.s provided a vnluublc niedl-UpNEJ-NE'J
and
Chemically the Juko of fresh
described
above
the
to
land
lish claim
Notice is hereby given that Charles pineapple is similar to certain diges30 Twp INN, K aíi ge 26 E NMP
Sec
before F H Foster, U S com, at Roy
D, Hornof Mills, N, M. who. on Feb tive ferments which nature manufac
Meridian and as grounds for his contures
in IN M on the
in me stomacn ana ututos
,. dio.iinn
tn day ot Apr. inn
r iHio-6 1914 mudo H E 020629 for SE1:
test
he alleges that Enlryman has not
heartburn, naussa. yan. belching.
and
Seel, Twp 21N tion.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Kick headache and similar distres,
a house on said land nor improvbuilt
A D Hurford
pineapple Juice, mixed with peiibln
R E Anderson
Rng 24E NMl'M, lias filed
ed it In any wayBand has never estabIngredients, forms
and
certain
other
Ed Cheney
G C Till
notice of intention to make Tlyee a wonderfully effective substitute for
lished residence thereon nor in any
Years Finl Troof, to establish these materials.
All of Mills N M
pineA
manner complied with the law under
of
séientitlc combination
claim to the land above described
PAZ VALVERDE,
apple Juice, pepsin and other mediwhich he is seeking title, that these d
F. Ii. Foster. I!. S. Commissioner, at cines is put up under the nun.-- : of
7
NATOL
PEPSIN
PINEAPPLE
I n office at Roy N. M., on the 15th day
fects exist and have existed from the
Is one of the finest tnlnsrn
date
of his tiling down to and includdoss
The
first
May, 1917
disorders.
for stomach
bringrs relief. . A ffne appetite then
PUBLICATION
the
NOTICE
FOR
present time
ing
stomproves beyond question that the
Claimant names as witnesses:
ach is once more in excellent condiYou
therefore, further notified
are,
tion. Any leading drnpr utore will Department of the Interior U. S. Land
C W Daniels
G C Till
give you a guarantee of prompt resaid allegations will be taken
the
that
New
.
Office
Clayton,
Méx.,
at
lief and benefit or money back, (let
E K Cheney
A D Hurford
by this office as having been confessa 60c or $1.00 bottle of NAToL, PINEMar 14, 1917.
COMPOUND today at
ed by you, and your said entry will be
APPLE
PEPSIN
All of Mills New Mexico
Notice is bare by given that
cancelled thereunder without your furAlbert A Hurford of Mills N M who, ther right to be heard therein, either
7
Francisco Delgado, Register,
Painful Bunions.
l!)13 and June 1114 mude H E
before this office or on appeal, if you
Dissolve one ounce of camphor gum June 23
OlBWil and 017940 for
No
J
and fail to file in this office within twenty
In two 'ounces of .kerosene and apply
SwJ-NK- J
and
and days after the FOURTH publication of
to your bunion freely. You will he Lots
31"
this notice, as shown below, your anj
Section
to
Calling the Children.
surprised
find how quickly it takes
swer, under oath, specifically meeting
Don't shout at the children when the soreness out. Painting them with
Twp. 22 N, Rnjf. 25 E, N M 1' ,
they aro out of dcvjrs and you wish iodine, to which a very little glycerin Meridian, lias ii led notice of intention and responding to these allegations of
them' to como to the house. Call them has been added, is, ,rhaps, tho beet to make Three Year Proof, to estab- contest, or if you fail within that time
to file in this office due proof that you
Tho mean3 to a cure. In tho meantime,
with a small bell or whistle.
lish claim to the land above described have served a copy of your answer
sound will go farther than the voice oasy shoes, rather long, should bo
IT. S, Conimisioner
on the said contestant either in per-- 1
carries, and there will be no strain oil ".'orn,, with a pad of felt under the ef&re.F.H. Fosttr
9on or by registered mail.
If this
uo.v,
in
on
at
njexico,
nisonice
iev
th& i;ocaI cords.
joint to prevent any friction.
orvicA is mnAa hv thn í1í1ívíiw
a
on Apr. ;l, 1917
copy of your answer to the contestant in person, proof of such service
Claimant names a3 witnesses: .
C. D Cheney
A D Hurford
must be either the said contestant's
written acknowledgment of h3 re-- !
R E Anderso i
C.
v. Didels
ceipVof the copy, showing the date of
A i of 'MÍUs, N.M.
its receipt, ot- the affidavit of ihs per-- I.
C. U. Stiuiku, County Treasurer
Tcm J. Tavi.oh. Jr.. AbM'UL'li'
PAZ VALVERDE,
by whom the delivery was mado
?on
'
21
0
leister
.'lat.ni; when and where the copy wat
Iciivered; if made by registered mail,
proof of fuch aérvico must consist cf
Pineapple Juice
M;o affidavit of tho person l:y whom
Mora, New Mexico

J. F. ARNETT Prcpr.

o

1 1917

Notice 13 hereby given that
Brígida Pacheco of Hoy, New Mexico
Who on March 2:!, 1912 made HE. NO.
014489 for NEi Section 32 Township
l'l.v. Range 26E. N. M,
Meridian, l as filed notice of intention to make three Year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above
described before F. H Foster, U S
Comr.- - at
Roy, New Mexico, on
April 16, 1917
Claimant names as witnesses:

t

R'-C-

-

N'i-N-

We endeavor at all times to serve the public with the
best things on the market to eat, at a price consistant
with our policy. We respectfully solicit your patronage
when in Roy, knowing we can serve you better and
givé you more for your money than anyone, else.
Open 6 A.M. to 12 P.M.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Méx.,

Roy NM Who on Nov. 21 1913
HE No 016977 for the

THE HOME RESTAURANT
Roy, New Mexico
Regular Meals '
Short Orders
for
Ladies
and Gentlemen
A place to eat

.

7

""A

Seeing the Other Sida.
We know a nuin who has worked all
his life for others; for hU parents for
awhile, then for u wife mid children
Set- 12 T 1N
E
nnd some of her kin. The world r ites
and Lot 7 Sec 6 and Lots 1 and pec 7 him as moderately successful,
but bin
Twp 18X Rng 27F. N M P M has own actual monetary coiuponsutiou
aled notice of intention to make thn e bus just about amounted to board and
year final prof, to establish claim to clothes. And lit home w bears soino
complaint because lie doesn't do bethe land above described, before W H
ter. You. hear mueli of the Joy o
M
Roy
N
willcox, U S com: at
service, but sometime there are two
on Apr, 17, ll7
sides. Alclilsun (Kan.) Globe.
Claimant names as witnesses:
David (ion.ules
Manuel Naranjo
NOTICE OF CONTEST
Sulome Naranjo
Charles IJarnum
Mexico
New
All of llov
Department of the Interior, United
PAZ VALVERDE,
States Land Office, Clayton. N. M.

SJ-N-

4-- 7

Alvino Jaramillo
M

Paz Valverde,

Marga-- ,

Perfumes and Toilet Articles

l'.J-N- E

M

Cruz Sanchez.
Department of the Interior
S. Land Office at Clayton. N. JI. of Bueyeros N
Mar. 3 1917

.

J

wJ-SK-

"

Proprietor
!

at

Ni-SW-

W'l-NK- J;

for the first symptom
hoarseness,
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land and give Chamberlain's Cough Reme
dy as soon at the child becomes hoarse
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Obtainable everywhere.
March 1, 1917
C. Field, of David, N.M: Who on May
18, 1910. made Deiert Entry No. 011373
See. if T 18N R 30E NMP
for NJ-SMeridian
has filed notice of intention to make final proof.
Under

Professional Cards

Department of the Interior U 8 Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Mar. 2, 1917
Notice is hereby given that
Robert A lrlce of Koy, N, M who on
Law
June 6. 1913 made HE No. 016044 for
Sec, 12
J
NVVi: and
Prompt and Careful Attention
Twp20N Range 25E. NMP Meridian has
Given all Business Entrusted
filed notice of intention to make 'three
to me
ear proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before F.
ROY
NEW MEXICO
H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
office at Roy, N. M.Tn Apr. 17 1917
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Claimant names as witnesses:
V LGunn
J. F. Arnett
.
Department of the Interior, U. S- - Land
IrvinOgden Sr.
R C Gruniff
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
March 14 1917
All of Roy New Mexico
NOTICE is hereby given that
PAZ VALVERDE,
James It Guinn of David N. M. who on
310 7
Mar 24 1910 maae H E No 010H8 for
SEJ-SEJ
and S Wi-NSec
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
tion 33Townshipl8N Range 30B N.M.P
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
ISOLATED TRACT
to make Five Year Proof, to establish
PUBLIC LAND SALE
claim tó the land above described,
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land before Mrs. Juanita G. Gonzales, U.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
S. Com .at Gallegos, N. M., on the
Feb. 8, 1917 3Ut day of Apr 1917
"C" Feb. 1,1917.
Notice is hereby given that, as directed
Claimant names as witnesses: '
'
by the Commissioner of the General
Paine Field
Pierce Field
Land office, under provisions of Seo.
Tom Parks
Henry Garms
2455, R. S. pursuant to the application
All of David New Mexico.
of Ralph R Hazen of Mosquero New
PAZ VALVERDE,
Mexico Serial No. 021040, we will offer
Register ,
at publio sale, to the highest bidder,
per
acre,
less
than 13,60
at
but at not
10 o'clock A. M., on the 23rd day of
NOTICEJt'OR PUBLICATION.
May 1917 next, atthisofllce, the follow-in- g
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
land; NWJ-NE- J
tract of
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Sec. 12, T, 19N. R. 28E. N. M. P. M,
The sale will not le kept open, but
Mar 14, 1917
will be declared closed when those pre
NOTICE is hereby given that Olmedo
sent at the hour named have ceased Manchego of Allwrt. New Mexico who
bidding. The person making the high on Feb 51914 made H KNo 01748.1 lor
NwJ-SE- i,
SwJ-Nest bio will be required to immediately Nj-SSection 10
pay to the Receiver the ammnunt Township 19N Range S1E NMP Mericl
ian has filed notice of intention to
thereof.
,
Any persons claiming adversely the make final three
above-- Described land are advised to Year Proof, to establinh claim t tbo
file their claims, or objections, on or land above described before
wH Willcox, U. S. Commissioner at
before the time designated for sale.
office in Roy.New Mexico, oa '..
PA2 VALVERDE, Register.
' t
Apr. 80 1917
)
7
Claimant names as witnesses:
I
Teófilo Salar.ar
Meliton
;
Labato
NOTICE FOE PUBLICATION.

March 1, 1917.

e,

v.(

..

. NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

Daily Thought.
A teneroua prayer is never presented
in vain ; the potltlotipr In always, I
rewarded by some gracious visita tlon. Stevenson.

Roy

y

8PANI8H-AMEB1CA-

,

Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being
iStraig'itened out and we are also prepared
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.
WE HAVE A HEAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
All Matters entrusted to us dispatched with Promptness
Your lluainejs Kt spectfully Solicited

i

r.d Accurcy

.

Try
for Stomach Trouble

t'no copy was mailed Ptatin;? when and

Pineapple juice la now scicntiflcnlly
recognized as having grcut medicinu!'
value and when properly combined
and other ingredients the
with
mixture is one of tile finest things you
cun use for stomach trouble.
Let us tell you about the remarkable results that are being obtained
through the use of NATOL PiNKAP-PLPEPSIN COMPOUND, which we
sell at 60c and $1.00 per bottle with
a'ipositive guarantee of benefit or
uiqney back. All (iruztlatu also
E

;ht rostofiice to which ii w.is mailed,
and this affidavit must be accompanied
'

the pcstmastev'3 receipt for tha

You should state in your answer the
nrme of the postoffice to which you
desire future notices to be sent to you.
7

PAZ VALVERDE,

Register.

4

THE

NEWS TO DATE
IN PARAGRAPHS
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
THE WORLD.

DURING THE PAST WEEK
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
CONDENSED FOR BUSY

PEOPLE,
Western

lwipapr Union

News Strvloe.

ABOUT THE WAR
Berlin says tixteen hostile aircraft
brought down In France.
s
Bagdad capture Includes
of Turkish army's artillery.
French drive back Germans on
r
front, taking prisoners.
The capture by the Russians of the
Persian town of Hermanaban la reported.
French cabinet to be reorganized
by Premier Br land; more ministers
believed plan.
At the end of June, France will
have spent in the war In round figures 83,000,000,000 francs (about
two-third-

1,500-mete-

'

FOREIGN

i

8PANI8H-AMERICA-

"

PAYS FOR 160

The date of the next consistory has
been fixed bf Pope Benedict a

ACRES OF LAUD

March 22.

Thirty thousand saloons In Great
Britain will probably be closed dur
Ing the next few months.
Gen. Obregtm has resigned as minister of war In the Mexican Cablnst
and shortly will retire to privat life.Fernand Labor!, who was attorney
for Capt. Allied Dreyfus, died in
Paris after a long and painful illness.
Official action by Great Britain;
France and ftsJy in recognition of the
provisional government of Russia waa
take in Petrograd.
Gen. Louis Hubert Gonzalve Lyau-tey- ,
minister of war in the French
Cabinet, has resigned as the result of
Incidents In the Chamber of Deputies.
The pope has decided to pronounce
an Important allocution at the con-- ,
slstory to bo held at the end of the
month, according to a news dispatch

I

"
I

From the Crop of Wheat on 53
Acres in Western Canada. ,

--

T '

STATE APPROPRIATIONS

NEW MEXICO

VOTED FOR VARIOUS PURPOSES BY LEGISLATURE.

BUMS

STATE NEWS

from Rome.

During the funeral of Count Zeppelin at Stuttgart ten airplanes and two
airships flying mourning flags, ap-

over the church yard and
dropped wreaths.
As a special mark of honor to the
late George W. Guthrie, American ambassador to Japan, the emperor is expected to detail a Japanese warship to
transport the body to the United
States.
Mail carried on an American, ship,
the Standard OH tanker John D. Arch-bold- ,
was removed by the Brltlih auBritish cavalry from Bagdad has
Halifax, according to the
occupied
Kazlmain, on the Tigris thorities at
of the vessel, which arrived
officers
river five miles above Bagdad, It was
In New York from Bergen, Norway.
officially announced.
On Jan. 1, 1913, Grand Duke MichAndrew Bonar Law blames Irish
ael was banished from Russia by Emof
hampering
conduct
Nationalists for
the
war; tells House of Commons govern- peror Nicholas and relieved of becommand of the Chevalier guards
ment may appeal to country.
cause of his marriage. . He was also
.
Socialist members of Prussian diet ousted from his position as
openly talk of rebellion; say upper
classes no longer can drive "serfs to
Additional evidence that the Libwar." Scoff at hopes of full German
erals
have virtually decided to substivictory; denounce ruthless submarine
tute a campaign of fire and pillage for
war.
an organized military movement is
Francisco Villa captured Parral, contained in a report of a meeting
Chihuahua, defeating the Carranza held at Songo, Cuba, the headquarters
forces there, according to a report re- of Maj. Rlgoberto Fernandez, one of
ceived by government agents at El the rebel leaders.
Paso, Tex., and forwarded to WashThe steamship Algonquin, flying
ington.
the American flag, waa sunk by a GerCzar abdicated Russian throne for man submarine at 6 o'clock the mornself and son. Brother refuses to ac- ing of March 12, while on the way
cept, ending
Romanoff dynasty; from New York to London. The crew
Duma and new council of ministers of twenty-thremen, including eleven
constitute government until meeting Americans, was eaved, although the
of constitutional assembly.
submarine refused to assist the surThe British troops In the Somme re- vivors in the lifeboats.
gion of France have occupied almost
SPORTING NEWS
wood and
all of the St. Pierre-Vaas- t
Play for the national A. A. U.
3,000 yarda of German trenches north
championship started in
basketball
and south of the wood, according to
Chicago
with sixteen teams ccm
the British official communication.
peting.
The Emperor of Russia has abThe annual tournament of the Nadicated and Grand Duke Michael
Association of Scientific Ang
tional
his younger brother, has
ling Clubs will be held In Chicago
regent
for the
been named as
Aug. 31 and Sept. 1 and 3.
Czarevitch. The Russian ministry,
The racing season at the Denver
charged with corruption and incompetence, has been swept out of office. City park track, under the manage
Alexander Protopopoff, head of the In- ment of the Gentlemen's Driving and
terior Department, and former minis- Riding Club, will open earlier this
season than last, according to an anter Stunner, are reported killed.
nouncement made by the racing comWESTERN
mittee.
City official of Cheyenne, Wyo.,
Entries to the Kentucky handicap,
closed all moving picture theaters, to
be run at Douglas park, May 26,
owing to the epidemic of scarlet and to the Latonia derby, at Latonla,
fever.
June 16, were announced at Louisville
The Anaconda Copper Mining Com- by John Hachmeister, general manpany will soon commence the erec- ager of both tracks. He also an
tion of the world's largest smokestack nounced that 458 nominations have
at its smelter in Anaconda, Mont, to been made for the Latonla champion
replace the large stack now in use.
ship stakes which will have its first
and
Hiram W. Johnson, United States running in 1919 for
senator-elect- ,
relinquished the gover- will be worth approximately $40,000.
norship of California before a Joint
GENERAL
session of the Legislature, and Lieut.
in the Suffolk
A bomb exploded
repGov. William D. Stephens, former
killing
resentative in Congress from the county courthouse, Boston,
men and Injuring another.
two
district,
state's
became
the
Tenth
Casper, Wyo., the recognized center
chief executive.
of the petroleum industry in the Far
WASHINGTON
West, is to have an oil exchange.
Former Senator W. E. Chilton of
Profits from operations of $9,756,West Virginia petitioned the Senate 379 are reported for 1916 by the Amerto investigate the election of his Re- ican Sugar Refining Company In the
publican opponent, Howard Suther- annual statement, as against $2,991,-4Cland, who defeated him by a narrow
in 1915.
margin last November.
William F. Sheehan, former lieu
The Navy Department awarded tenant governor of New York and a
contracts for new ships totalling ap- lawyer who was prominent in state
proximately $135,000,000. ' Five battle and city politics in former years, died
cruisers' at $19,000,000 each and six
at his home in New York.
6COUt cruisers at approximately
Nearly 20,000 union workmen, mem
each are to be built.
bprs of the Building Trades Council,
The special Senate session which were idle at Cleveland, Ohio, as a rebegan March 5 adjourned sine die on sult of the sweeping lockout order
the ICth after confirming most of the put into effect by the Building Trades
1,400. nominations which failed at the Employers' Association.
last session and falling to ratify the
Mail carried on an American ship,
$26,000,000 Colombian treaty.
the Standard Oil tanker, John D
China has severed diplomatic rela- Archbold, was removed by the Brit
tions with Germany, taken possession ish authorities at Halifax, according
of all German merchant ships in to the officers of the vessel, which
Shanghai, about six in number, placed arrived at New York from Bergen,
their crews on shore under guard and Norway.
placed armed guards on the vessels.
Harry K. Thaw was adjudged
The United States sent to General lunatic by the Common Pleas Court
Carranza a formal notification that it of Philadelphia and, .under the law,
cannot participate In his proposed cannot be taken to New York on
concert to cut off muni- requisition to stand trial on charges
tions and food shipments to the Euro- of assaulting Frederick Gump, Jr., a
pean belligerents with a view to forc- high school student of Kansas City,
ing peace.
Mo.,
President Wilson Friday called upIf war comes with Germany, James
on the railroad managers and chiefs
Gerard, former ambassador to
W.
of the employés brotherhoods as patcountry,
would be willing to lead
that
reopen
the question at
riotic men to
he
of
regiment
a
issue between them and prevent a said, upon his arrival in New York
railway
of
interruption
trafgeneral
from Berlin. A citizens' committee
fic "In this time of national peril."
greeted
the returning diplomat and
Confidential diplomatic reports from
city gave him a noisy welcome,
the
gova
neutral
of
the representatives
The flood in the rivers at PJtts- ernment rn Mexico, passing through
Washington on their way to Europe, bugh, Pa., registered twenty-threstage,
Bay the German bank In Mexico City feet, half a foot above the flood
and the German legation there ' are Lower sections of the city are inun
guiding virtually the entire financial dated, but reports indicated that the
property damage will be small.
and diplomatic affairs of Mexico.
peared

regent-designate-

e

.

n

,

German-American-

e

VuUra

Mewnpaper Union

Nw

Sarvtce.

July
Annual Reunion of Cowboys'
association at Las Vegas.
6

Deming will have a tomato cannery.
The New Mexico National Guard
will be mustered out at Columbus
March 20.
A telephone- line Is about to be
built connecting Buchanan, Yeso,
Ricardo and Fort Sumner.
Three badly smashed autos are
burled in the snows of Raton Pass,
where they fell off the highway.
A bond Issue in the sum of $25,000
will be put up to the voters of Santa
Fé
at the school election April 8.
'
E. R. Stean sent a bullet from a
revolver Into his brain In
the basement of bis home at Albuquerque, killing himself.
Governor Llndsey signed House Bill
pay24, providing for
days for employés of railroad, mining
-

semi-monthl- y

.

two-car-

Okla-homa-

Mexico.
Governor Llndsey signed Senate
bills Nos. 201 and 145, designed to
make it possible for land owners under the Elephant Butte project to secure the cooperation of the United
States Reclamation Service In the
drainage of their lands, which are
now becoming waterlogged.
With the granting of state charters
to the Giant Copper Company, capitalized at $3,500,000, and the Burros Development Company, capitalized at

the first step has been taken
toward the further exploration and development of the vast copper deposits
in the Burro mountains.
Governor Lindsey signed Senate
Bills 21 and 19, the first 'fixing the
time of the special submission election
and the second specifying the manner
of holding that election. The time
fixed Is the Tuesday after the first
Monday of November, 1917. A secret
ballot is provided In Senate Bill 19.
George H. Webster's ranch home
near Cimarron was destroyed by fire.
Roswell was selected as the meeting place for the 1918 convention of
the Panhandle and Southwestern
Stockmen's Association at El Paso at
the closing session of the 1917 convention. Abner T. Wilson of Clifton,
president, as
Arz., wa
were all the other officers of the association.
'
Governor Llndsey appointed Charles
Springer of Colfax county, William M.
Atkinson of Chaves county and Eugene Kempenich of Valencia county as
the State Highway Commission under
the new road law passed at this session of the Legislature. Springer and
Kempenich are Republicans and Atkinson a Democrat.
Among the bills signed by Governor
Lindsay are Senate Bill 252, authorls-hthe state engineer to extend time
for the completion of irrigation works
and power projects; substitute for
Senate Bill 79, declaring the road
from'Taos to the Colorado line a state
highway; and House Bill 232, providing for the teaching of higher grades
in rural schools.
Elbert W. Blancett, who was
taken to Santa Fé a few weeks ago
on a stretcher to answer the charge
of murdering Clyde D." Armour, near
Glorieta, has made such steady and
rapid improvement In the penitentiary hospital that he is now walking
around.
The theft of a pouch of registered
mail, reported to contain more than
$8,000, from the Santa Fe station on
the night of February 20, led to the
arrest in Albuquerque of Charles Garrett, railway mail clerk; Tom Riley
and Mrs. Ruby Rapp.
$600,000,

ENDS DYSPEPSIA,

IIGESTI,

GAS

"Pape's Diapepsin" cures sick,
sour stomachs in five minutes
-T-

ime

Itl

"Really does" put bad stomachs In
order "really does" overcome indigestion, dyspepsia, gas, heartburn and
sourness in five minutes that just
that makes Pape's Diapepsin the largest selling stomach regulator in the
world. If what you eat ferments Into
stubborn lumps, you belch gas and
eructate sour, undigested food and
acid; head is dizzy and aches; breath
'foul; tongue coated; your insides filled
with bile and indigestible waste, remember the moment 'Tape's Diapep-Bincomes in contact with the stomach
all such distress vanishes. It's truly
astonishing almost marvelous, and
the joy is its harmlessness.
t
case of Pape's DiaA large
pepsin will give you a hundred dollars'
worth of satisfaction.
It's worth lta weight in gold to men
and women who can't get their stomachs regulated. It belongs In your
home should always be kept handy
in case of sick, sour, upset stomach
during the day or at night. It's the
quickest, surest and most harmless
itomach doctor In the world. Adv.
"

fifty-cen-

More Pay Asked at Princeton.
Material Increases In the salaries of
professors ot Princeton university are
urged In the report of a special university committee.' According to the
report the average salary of the two
hundred members of Princeton faculty
Is $2,180, although a full professorship
pays at the present time an average
of about $3,000. This represents an
Increase of only about 20 per cent in
the post 12 years, whereas, according
to the committee, the price of foodstuffs and other commodities has doubled ln'prlce during this period. The
highest salary paid n professor at
Princeton tí $0,000, and the lowest
e
assistant's salary Is
paid
4O0 per year.
half-tim-

g

Santa Fé. The most important results of the legislative session are the
new highway law, state budget system, Australian ballot law, submission
of a prohibitory amendment and failure to submit an equal suffrage amendment. The session cost $47,000.
The appropriation bill as finally
passed raised the state tax levy from
3.25 mills to 3.60 mills. The following
shows the principal appropriations In
me uiu an nuuuj yooocu.
Serle

A

bonds,

Th old family remedy-- In tablet
form safe, sure, easy to take. No
oolites, no nnuleaaant after effects.
Cures colds ia 24 hours Grip in 3
days. Money back if it fails. Get
dm wttn Kea lop sua
fe!genuine
Mil picture on xs cents.
At Any Druf Store
it--

LEC3;.

34,S60.

$33,000;
lene, maintenance,
exteimlon work, Ixth year, 9,400; sev-nt- h
year, $12,400; experimental station, work, $7,500; for intercat on borrowed funda, account failure, First
Btate Bank, $5,000.
Military institute, maintenance,
bulldlnaa, $12,500.
l.B. VeirHi Normal, maintenance, $45.- 000; buildings and beating plant, $37,- -

wftwettlwr
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losses sugar frevqctes

Ill Aft

Interest, M,910; certifícate of , Indebtedness, J60.000.
Kin, iTnlvamltv. maintenance. 17,- 000; building and heating plant, $27,- Htnte

QUININE

CASCARA

WMtcrn Newnpaper Union News Service.

and manufacturing corporations.
The Llewellyn gambling bill passed
by the Senate with minor amendments
was taken up by the House and the
Senate amendments concurred in.
A bill making it a misdemeanor to
exhibit in public places any "obscene,
Immoral or suggestive picture," was
passed unanimously by the Senate.
The state capítol addition bill was
passed by the Senate by a vote of 21
to 1, with the appropriation standing
at $200,000, as fixed by House Bill 56,
which passed the House.
Thomas Hughes, of Albuquerque,
the new Republican superintendent ol
the state penitentiary, will succeed
John B. McManus, Demdcrat, superintendent for the last five years.
The bill giving the Woman's Board
of Trad of Santa Fé the right to acquire title from the state to the land
on which the library building is situated was signed by Governor Lindsey.
A dispatch from Washington announces that the nomination of Miguel
A. Otero of Santa Fé for United States
marshal in the Panama Canal Zone,
was sent to the United States Senate
by President Wilson.
Governor Llndsey has appointed
Theodore Rouault, Jr., of Las Cruces
Btate game warden; Cleofas Romero
ing. Advertisement.
of Las Vegas, superintendent of Insurance, and Thomas Hughes of AlbuLoop the Loop With a Load.
of the state
Lieutenant Nugorskl of the Russian querque, superintendent
army aviation corps has looped the penitentiary.
Director A. C. Cooley, of the extenloop with a pussenger
and 1,100
sion service of the State college, has
pounds of extra weight.
containing
been advised that
traveling
in the
now
exhibits,
wool
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription makes
weak women atroné, tick women well, no western states under the direction of
alcohol. Sold in tableta or liquid. Adv.
the federal bureau of animal Industry,
will stop at a number of places in New

Holds Broomcorn Championship.
Oklahoma raises more broomcorn
than all of the rest of the United!
States combined. A shortage of the
crop last year in other parts of the
notion stimulated the farmers of Oklahoma to add a few acres to the area
of 1910. The Lindsay district, in Garvin county, is the favored spot of the
From that section enough
state.
"brush" was shipped last year to
make 10,000,000 brooms. Dally

Timetotake

State Tax Levy .i Raited from 3.25 to
3.50 Milla Legislative Setilon
Cost About $47,000.

-

This story of paying for your land
out of one year's crop Is fully authenticated by a great many farmers In
Western Canada.
And now, all that the farmer makes
Is velvet and you find him going more
extensively into stock raising, for all
authorities agree that in a short time
there will be a demand for live stock,
such as even will tax the vast re
sources of Western Canada. They
will go Into stock raising because of
the adaptability of the country to pro-Tifood and fodder without feeding
grain if necessary. They will go into
Stock and Improve their places. They
will Install steam and heating plantain fact, many are now doing It. They
will have automobiles, In fact In maby
districts there la not a farmer but has
one. They will beautify their homes
and erect fine barns until the whole
country will be as attractive as many
of the counties In the best states In
the Union. But we 'started out to tell
you of the farmer who paid for 160
ocres of land from the crop of wheat
off of 53 ocres. The Holden district
on the Une of the Grand Trunk Pacific
does not appear to the, ordinary observer to be any better than many
other , districts along that line, and
probably Isn't. It was in this district
that John Larcome, a settler, pur
chased In 1915 100 acres of raw prairie land. He broke and seeded 63
acres. His crop turned out well, and
he sold the greater portion, of It for
$2,070.
His land cost him $16.50 per
ocre, or $2,640. So that the crop from
the 53 acres puld for the land and left
a balance of over $300, which with
part of the crop left over would Just
pay for the cost of operation. This
Is not really an unusual case, hundreds
of other farmers In Alberta and Saskatchewan having been able to do the
same.
Sales of land are being reported
from many districts in Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta at good prices.
values are yet low, but with the
Índ of
any value that will take place
After the war, no doubt they will be
The homeConsiderably Increased.
steads In the Park sections which are
to be had actually free arehavlng
the attention of a good class of settlers, who want to go Into mixed farm-

The first sneeze is
the danger signal

Iftm O
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Constipation
Vanishes Forever
Prompt Relief Permanent Cure

City Normal, maintenance, CARTER S LITTLE
$43,000; repairs to dormitory, $2,600.
LIVER PILLS never
completion science building, $17,000.
fail Purely vegeta
El Hito Normal, maintenance,
act surely
ble
ir.ñBTFRS
Deaf and Dumb Scnooi; maintenance,
but gently on r
i sri i
r
$20,000.
institute for the Blind, maintenance, the liver.
Stop after
$26,000; new hospital building,, $7,500.
Museum, maintenance,
ia,ou,
dinner distrof new building, each fiscal ess-on
i
year, $22,500.
jnsane Asyium, mitmi.enmii:o, tuu.vuw. indigestion."
Reform School, maintenance, $12,000; improve the complexion, brighten the eyes,
lighting pUnt and deficiency, $2,500; SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
Silver

$10,-00- 0.

tt

'ver
.man
--

cim-oletl-

furniture,
Miners'

$1,000.

Hospital,

maintenance,

Genuine must

0.

State Penitentiary, maintenance, $1,-00other expenses, $32,220.
Governor, salary. 15.0U0; contingent
expenses, $5,000; private secretary, $2,- 200, and $150 for rutn
riscal year;
messenger, $600.
Secretary of State, salary and other
expenses, $M00; deficiencies, $525.90;
for printing laws and journals 1917
session, $4,800; for Blas Sanche, for
translating laws and Journals, ii.zuu;
for publication proposal constitutional

bear

Signature

0;

amendments,

Enquire for tbe
WOwd Never Break Trace

$2,000.

treasurer, salaries and exsalaries and expenses,
$6,800; salary clerk, Jan. 7, 1917, to Dec.
1, 1917, $1,100.
Attorney general, salaries and expenses, $11,800.
Suoerlntendent DUbllc Instruction,
salaries and expenses, $18,200; State
Board of Education. $1,000.
National Guard, salary adjutant general, $2,400; all other expenses. $6,000;
Insurance urmories, fifth fiscal year,
$1,800; sixth year, $1,200; repairs to
Albuquerque, Las Cruces and Silver
City armories, $1,000 each; deficiency
Battery A, $661.10.
Traveling auditor, salary, $3,000; salaries two assistants, $3,600; all other
expenses, $5.700.
Mine Inspector, salary and expenses,
$4.000.
State engineer, salary, $3,000; other
expenses, $4,600.
Supreme Court, salaries ana expenses, $30.800.
District Judges, $40,50"; district attorneys, $8.000.
Corporation Commission, salaries and
expenses. $22,000.
Insurance superintendent, for fifth
and as well as sixth and seventh years,
salaries and expenses, each, $4.800; deState

Denver Directory
Guaranteed

penses, $6,600.
State auditor,

ficiencies.

Dec.
1917, $5,125.

1,

1915,

to March

1,

State Tax Commission, for fifth as
well as sixth and seventh years, each
$25.000.
Bank examiner, salaries and expense, $7,500.
Fourth State Legislature, $50,000; for
Chief clerks and two stenographers in
completing Journals present session,
$240.

To reimburse
$241.25.

Charles

F. Lambert,

J. H. WILSON v
SADDLERY CO.
DENVER

W. H. NEVEU

Bjg.

oto Bsslston, renders, Hoodt,
tnd Tanks MIDI and
1 Lamp
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A
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quicken guaranteed aeirloe In Colorado. BSASONABLS1 TKEM8.
1881 Broadway ram Sals Mat
DKNVEB, COLO.

HE SAVED SEVENTEEN

LIVES

Death Claims the Htro Who Inquired,
at the End of Ordeal: "Did I Do

f

My

Bestr

Edward W. Silencer, first student
at Northwestern university
nt Evnnston, 111., and "the hero of the
Lady Elgin," died at Burba nk, Cal., recently after a lingering Illness, lie
years old.
was eighty-on- e
n
His death recalls a bit of
history. In 1SC0 the
steamer Lady Elgin collided
with the schooner Augusta off Winet- ka, while bound for Milwaukee, and
sank, with the loss of the lives of
205 passengers. Spencer's fent of res
cuing 17 persons was commemorated
by the class of 1898, which erected a
bronze memorial tablet in the Orrlng-to- n
Lunt library at the uulversity June
life-sav-

almost-forgotte-

side-whe-

,

State library, salary librarian and B, 1908.
expense, $2,400.
As Spencer sank with exhaustion on
Deficiency for voucher clerk, state completing his final trip through the
auditor's office, $1400.
For land commissioner, In paying breakers and the surf, he asked the
U. S. land fees, $2,000.
question inscribed in the tablet, "Did
To cover deficiency hoard of manI do my best?" His experience left
agers, San Diego Exposition, $2,080.
him broken in health, and he went to
Magdalena Postoffice Robbed.
He lived
California to recuperate.
Socorro. The postoffice of Magda- there until his death.
lena was robbed again when thieves
pried open the back door with crowNenrly all of the work in one of
bar and made off with 60 cents In Germany's great breweries is done
cash and some stamps. The pool hall by electricity.
adjoining the postoffice was robbed,
e
supposedly by the same thieves. They
Is the only kind that never
obtained $9 in money and 500 or 600 gets cold feet.
cigars.
Self-lov-

Grain on Farms March 1.
Santa Fé. A summary of the
March crop report for the state of
New Mexico as compiled by the bureau of crop estimates and transmitted through the weather bureau,
U. S. Department of Agriculture, is as
follows;
Wheat Estimated stocks on farms
March 1 this year, 274,000 bushels,
compared with 296,000 a year ago and
two years ago. Price on
386,000
March 1 to producers, $1.62 per bushel, 'compared with $1.08 a year ago
and $1.12 two years ago.
Corn Estimated stocks on farms
March 1 this year, 394)00 bushels,
compared with 682,000 a year ago and
773,000 two years ago.
Oats Estimated stocks on farms
March 1 this year, 278,000 bushels,
compared with 318,000 a year ago and
494,000 two years ago.
Barley Estimated stocks on farms
March. 1 this year, 46,000 bushels,
compared with 40,000 a year ago and
51,000 two years ago.
Descendant of Conquistadores Dies.
Santa Fé. Andres Lucero, aged 69
years, descendant of one of the Spanish conquerors, died at Springer.
Gifts Given to Party Leaders.
Santa Fé. At the closing session of

the Legislature, the House members
presented to Speaker Llewellyn and to
Judge Barnes, Republican floor leader,
costly silver services, and they gave
to Mr. Pardue, the Democratic floor
leader, a set of diamond studded cuff
links and stick pin, and to Bias Sanchez, chief clerk, a fine leather trav
ellng bag. In the Senate, President
John S. Clark received from his col
leagues a beautiful gold watch and
chain.

Q Q
Have You Ever

Suspected
that the cause of various
annoying ills might lie in
the daily cup of teaor coffee?

A sure and easy way out
of coffee and tea troubles
is to shift to

Instant
Postum
There's no caffeine nor
anything harmful in this
delightful, pure food-drin- k
just the nourishing goodness of wheat
Postum has put thousands of former tea and
coffee drinkers on the
Road to wellvill.
-

"There's a' Reason"

'V,

THE

The Wake of

STOP TO VATGD
BAYONET DUEL

'TMIOSB who have traveled by the burnt
of the teas durir J the latt two years

and have fone neer that end of the
earth where ehaot reign, have
'
American Who Fought in France watched with unrelated vigilanoe
for a stealthy ripplio of the tur
L faoe made by.
Describes Ghastly Incident
that mole of the
sea, the torpedo, at it bores
of the War.
a hole throufh the water.
Great thipt have strained
DUELISTS KILL EACH OTHER the eyes of tbelr lookouta In
reientleit vigilanoe and have
reeked their very vitals la
Former Harvard Student Who Enlltt-- d attempts to dodfe the de- -'
atractiva f reature et the
In Canadian Regiment and Lott
"t
point of the weke. Men
Eye
In
an
Service Tells of
(
aboard have watched
v
Thrilling Experiences.
the serpent thnut it- Cambridge, Mass. A vivid war diary eelf out until its note
.
by Aimer Auzlas de Turenne, a stubet reached their
dent at the Harvard Law School now wb iiuui orsui,
.living In Seattle, who lost bis right
eye fighting with the First Canadian
contingent at Tpres, Is published In
the Harvard Alumni Bulletin, extracts
of which follow:
"I had completed my first year at
the law school of Harvard university,"
says de Turenne, "and was spending
my holidays In Canada when the war
broke out, and I, an American, decided

J"

it-s-

'

'

. '
to enlist.
"It was on September 4, 1914, at
Valcartler, near Quebec, one of the
training camps of Canada, that I enlisted In the Fifth battery, Second
brigade, Canadian Field Artillery. After remaining a short time In camp we
left Canada for England, a force of.
80,000 men, as members of the First
Canadian contingent; and thence we
went to France to the firing line. It
was not until the first German gas attack that we got a real Idea of warfare In nil Its horrors."
After a short account of the battle
of Neuve Chappelle and the first use
of gas by the Germans, De Turenne
describes the battle of Tpres;
Describee Fateful Battle.
"Ahead of us lay a long field, and
then a row of tall trees bordering (he
Tser canal, then further on another
plain nnd a little hill. At my point of
vantoge I picked up a pair of field
glasses and, looking along the Tzer
cnnnl, I could see black lines moving
up a hill. The Infantry was charging.
Occasionally the black Unes would stop
and then continue again,, leaving every time black dots behind them
these were the dead and wounded. At
night time It was also' possible to see
our own shells explode.
"One morning nbout 10:30 the gunners were all sitting by their guns
awaiting the order to fire, some smoking, others chatting. Shells were flying by, but fnr off, nnd nobody was
paying attention, .we got so used to
them.
I hnppened to be fixing the
bridle of my horse, about 20 feet from
the nearest gun, when I heard a shell
come, It seemed to come straight for
where I vns, judging by the sound ; I
turned around to Ree It explode. It exploded above my bend at about the
height of 30 or 40 feet. I saw the explosion. A Inrge piece of the outside

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Torpedo

a

when the end hat come. Natiom heve
listed with bated breath while witneuet
,, heve testified to the orawl of the
"
water that meant the approach of
A the torpedo. International onset
have hung upon what men taid
they taw of a track in the
y traoklett deep.

7
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"CASCARETS"

ACT

CZAR FORCED

Dill! CI 0
M
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The photofrtpber bet
here made a picture of the
travail of the plaold ocean
in the wake of one of

sick headache, biliousness,
bad taste or constipation
by morning.

-

s

land."

Ghastly Bayonet Duel.
Mr. de Turenne describes the following Incident, of which he' was an
eye witness:
"It was In the early times of this
terrific struggle. Somewhere In Flanders the trenches stood only 200 yards
npart. On one side were the French,
on the other the Germans. The Germans had attempted a counter-attack- ,

Mr. Robert W. Ferguson, Hingham,
and as Itwns getting dark they 'were Mass,, writes: I suffered from kidforced to retire, with great losses, leav ney disorder for years. Had Incessant
Ing the dead and wounded on the field. backache and troáble. Nearly died
from it at one time
Amid this awful carnage two men only
while In Vancouver,
remained, a Frenchman and á German,
They were engaged In a bayonet duel,
but .overcame It by
one trying to kill the other. They
ttCiperslstent use of
Vé
were both dancing around In circles
'
Dodd's Kidney rills.
like demons, "thrusting and stabbing
.
Finally I w as com- J
right and left. One had to
pletely cured. I oc
they fought. It was practically dark
casionally use the
by this time. ' The" pale moon- shone a
remedy now' fn orsickly reflection ion these two human
der to keep the kidbeings.
Their features were drawn
neys regulated.- - 1
and haggard, their eyes flashed and have the highest praise for Dodd's. Be
bulged out of their orbits, the ex? sure to get "DODD'S," the name with
presslon on their faces was ghastly
the three D's for deranged, disordered,
that of utmost despair. And still they diseased kidneys,
Just ns Mr. Fergudanced, each fighting for his existence, son did. No
similar named article m ill
when all of a sudden this uncanny per do, Adv.
formance came to an abrupt stop.
There was a sharp click, a thrust and
Friendship.
a muffled sound. Both bayonets went
Mabel Do you know anything nbout
home, both men stood transfixed, both Tom Brown?
fell dead to the ground."
Arthur Why Tom is my best
,
friend.
:
I know that, but Is he all
. Mabel
right otherwise?
RECOGNIZES SON IN

J
,

'

"

go,-an-

1

,
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NAVAL MOVIE PICTURE
Charleston, W. Va. When R.
E. Washington,
a hotel man
here, went Into a moving picture theater he learned the
whereabouts of his twenty-year-olson Lawrence, who disappeared from his home two years
ago.
The film showed a picture of

GIRLS! GIRLS! TRY IT,
BEAUTIFY YOUR HAIR

d

Make a Record for Efficiency
New Brjtish Armies Perfectly

Or-

ganized and Fitted Out for
Business of War.
HIGH IDEALS

ASE

FOLLOWED

Standard Set by Gallant Force Which
Went Out to Mons Closely Followed In Training Thou-tand- a
of Recruits.
London. Great Britain's new armies
are now so perfectly organized and fitted out that one may be likely to lose
sight of the greatness of their creation
and the unexampled difficulties that
hod to be surmounted. There was a
sorry tatterdemalion stage, due to
shortage of boots, uniforms and so
forth.
v
The tiny army that went out to Mons
lnAugust, 1914, was probably the
body of troops In Europe for
Its size. Its high standard was that
which those training the new armies
hnd before them as an Ideal. The first
17 months of the war was the difficult
period. Nearly all the efficient Instructors had gone abroad with the men,
who ndded another laurel to England's
military record In the great retreat
best-trálu-

The greatest difficulties arose from
the dreadnnught Pennsylvania
lack of officers to train the new armies.
In target practice In the Hamp-to- n
On the eve of starting an order came
Hoods proving grounds
to the expeditionary force from the
with
Lawrence Washington
war office that every battalion should
manning one of the guns. The
leave behind one captain and one subfather recognized his son Inaltern to assist In training. That
stantly.
helped greatly. Some two hundreirof
The picture showed honors bethe Indian army, home on leave, were
ing conferred on the young man,
retained for training purposes ; retired
who made three hits without a
officers ("dugouts") were appointed In
miss, as a result of which he
large numbers; many civilians over the
was promoted from ordinary
age of twenty-flvreceived their first
seaman to chief gun pointer,
commissions as lieutenants or captains.
with nn Increase of $8 in his
The wisdom of providing n method of
monthly stipend.
rapidly expanding the commissioned
The youth Is a' direct descenranks by means of the Officers' Traindant of George Washington's
ing corps became apparent. Within
brother Charles,
for whom
the first year of the, war Oxford univerCharlestown,
Va.,
W.
was
sity O. T. C. provided more than 2,500
named.
officers for the army; Cambridge University O. T. C, more than 2,000; three
northern universities more than 1,000,
and Inns of Court O. T. C. more than RING TEARS OFF HIS
FINGER
e

2,500.

New Army Off After Nine Months.
Only nine months after embodiment
the first new army was sent to the
front, closely followed by the second
and third. Even some divisions of the
fourth nnd fifth were fit to go to the
front barely n year after they had
been raised. And none of them gave
a bad account of themselves.
The secret of the great triumph over
difficulties lies chiefly In the magnificent spirit of all ranks. If any special
rank is to be picked out, It is undoubtedly true that the backbone of these
new armies was the Junior subaltern!.
Mostly untrained, or half trained,
they came to learn their work with
their men, and had no fnlse shame In
telling them SO without any prejudice
Not content with the
of discipline.
exacting labors of the parade ground,
they sat up late preparing their work
for the. next day, studying military
textbooks, i practicing problems
of
strategy and tactics; at mess hardly

from Mons.
At the outbreak of war the accommodation available for single men In
barracks in the British Isles was hardly 175,000 units. Hosts of recruits
poured In. It was difficult to get timber, labor, Inspectors; to all the camps
water and gas or electric light had to
be laid; old roads were repaired,
new ones made, and special lines of
railroad laid to all the largest camps.
Civilian Clothing Used.
In the clothing dilemma, while the
dozen makers of khaki cloth were be-- ,
Ing expanded to two hundred, civilian any Junior subaltern talked anything
overcoats were bought up and served but "shop." They put posers to the
majors and the colonels, which these
out to soldiers.
When war started the country had ns willingly tackled.'1. They were, In
fewer than 800,000 rifles, of which only fact, all keen and on their mettle, and
the authorized reserve of 150,000 re- as on the whole they had been well
mained after the original force, mobi- chosen for brain power and .aptitude
lized on August 4, had been armed. to command, ,they taught themselves
And at that time the weekly output of and their men, too, as they went.
The same tribute Is applicable In
rifles In the United Kingdom was under two: thousand. Of guns there were greater or less degree to nil ranks.
t the outbreak of war only enough for There was everywhere a determination
eight divisions, with the authorized re- to overcome difficulties somehow and
to get on with the work.
serve for wastage. .,
1- -

Catches in Nail at Wyoming
Leapt From Hayrick, to
the Ground.

Man

Newcastle, Wyo. F. M. Johnson oi
Howard, while jumping from a hayrick to the ground the other afternoon, had the misfortune to ' lose a
finger.
Mr. Johnson's ring became caught
In a nnll when he Jumped, and the finger was torn completely off at the first
He was at once brought to
Joint.
town to have the finger attended to,
nnd a physician amputated the member at the second Joint.
He is now doing as well as can be
expected.
Mr. Johnson Is staying at
the home of his brother, Clnrence
Johnson, In this city, while he Is under the doctor's cure.
Nearly 1,000 in Family.

Hiawatha, Kan. The biggest family
In .this county has almost ,1,000 members. It Is at Reserve, nine miles
north of here. Reserve is a small
town of 200 or more people with an
average Kansas population In the country surrounding for nn area of six
miles. Yet In the town and the entire
area of country within six miles of the
town there are not more than ten
families who are not related to each
other by ties of blood or marriage. Of
these, ten families: nearly' all are
stranger who have moved Into the
í ' ;
community la meat years. ;

What Came From Reading
a Pin Wham Adver
túement
Peterson, N. J. "I thank yoa fof
the Lydia E. Pinkham remedies

DUMA

HEADS RUSSIAN REVOLUTION AND 18 IN FULL CONTROL
OF THE GOVERNMENT.

at the

nave made me well
and healthy. Soma
time ago I felt to
run down, had paina
in my back and side,
was very irregular,
tired, nervous, had
such bad dreams,
did not feel like eat
ing and had abort

GRAND DUKE IS REGENT
RICH AND POOR FIGHT SIDE BY
8IDE IN REBEL ARMY THAT
QUITS THE CZAR.

Vsstsra Newspaper Union News Service.
breath. I read your
London, March 16. A Petrograd
advertisement in
dispatch to the Dally Chronicle, dated
the newspapers and
Wednesday, says the Empress of Rus- decided to try a bottle of Lydia E.
's
sia has been placed under guard.
Vegetable Compound. It worked
from the first bottle, bo I took a second
Petrograd, March 16. The Emperor and a third, also a bottle of Lydia E.
of Russia has abdicated and Grand Pinkham's Blood Purifier, and now I am
Duke Michael
Alexandrovltch, his just aa well aa any other woman. I adyounger brother, has been named vise every woman, single or married,
d
who la troubled with any of the aforeaa regent for the
Czarevitch.
The Russian ministry, said ailments, to try your wonderful
charged with corruption and Incompe- Vegetable Compnd and Blood Purifier
Constipation.
Adv.
tence, has been swept out of office. and I am sure they will help her to ge
rid of her troubles as they did me."
InGerman Coal Supply Twice Britain's. Alexander Protopopoff, head of the
lira. Elsie J. Van der Sande, 86 No.'
minisDepartment,
former
terior
and
Professor Letlner, nn Austrian, estiYork St, Peterson, N. J.
mates that at the present rate of con- ter Stunner, are reported killed. The
Write the Lydia E. Pinkham Medicina
sumption Hie coal mines of Great Brit- other ministers, and the president of Co., (confidential) Lynn,
Mast, if yoa
Imperial
arrest.
the
under
Council
are
ain will be exhausted In 720 years,
Deed special advice.
whereas Germany has enough coal, In- A new Cabinet is announced, with
cluding the Invaded territory, for Prince Lvoff as president of the Council and premier, and the other offices
7&
eighteen hundred years.
hrli by men close to the Russian peo- ARE FILTHY

THE 3 D'S IN DODD'S
of the casing of the shell, about a
Quarter of on Inch thick and one Inch
and tr half long, struck me flush In the
right eye, smashing the orbit, penetrating clean through the face, causing a bulging of the hard pnlute of
the mouth, whence It was extracted.
I still have the piece, which I treasure as a souvenir. For a moment I
was stunned as though hit by a sledge
hammer ; then enme a nasty sensation,
not exactly very painful, Putting my
hand, to my face, I managed to reach
a little fence by the nearest gun, and
there the loss of blood caused me to
sit down. My companions Hying to
my aid, I was laid on an
Flemish farm wagon drawn by the
shadow of a once decent horse. During all that time I was fully conscious,
nnd I distinctly remember my trip
from the place of the wound to Eng-

PERFECiNIEALTH

Get a
box.
Are you keeping your bowels, liver,

and stomach clean, pure and fresh
with Cascarete, or merely forcing a
thete meiaeofert of passageway every few days with
1l
death, to that he who Salta, Cathartic Pilla, Castor Oil or
tailt may recognize Purgative Waters T
Let
'7 the handwriting Stop having a bowel wash-day- .
'V of the reaper if Cascarete thoroughly cleanse and regshould chanca ulate the stomach, remove the sour
and fermenting food and foul gases,
to read it.
take the excess bile from the liver
and carry out of the system all the
constipated waste matter and poisons
In the bowels.
A Cascaret
will make you
feel great by morning.
They work
while you Bleep never gripe, sicken
or cause any Inconvenience, and cost
only 10 centa a box from your store.
Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then and never
have Headache, Biliousness, Coated
Tongue, Indigestion, Sour Stomach or

1

FROM THRONE

.

No

WOMAN NOW II!

Make It Thick,' Glossy, Wavy, Luxuriant and Aemove Dandruff Real ,
Surprise for You.

Pink-ham-

twelve-year-ol-

For several days Petrograd has
been the scene of one of the
most remarkable uprisings In history. Beginning
with minor food
riots and labor strikes, the cry
for' food reached ,the hearts of the
soldiers, and one by one the regiments
rebelled until finally those troops that
had 'for a time stood loyal to the gov
ernment took up their arms and
marched lata the ranks of the revolutionists. The president of the Duma,
Michael V. Rodzianko.'w&B the leading
figure among the deputies, who unanimously decided to oppose the imperial
order, for a dissolution of the house."
They .continued 'tnelr sessions .and
M. Rodzianko informed, the Emperor,
then at the front, that the hour had
struck when the will of. the; people
must prevail.
Even the imperial council realized
the gravity óf the'ltuattoa and added
Its appeal to that) of the Duma that
the Emperor should take steps to give
government In
the people a policy-anaccordance with their desires, and in
order that there should be no interference with carrying on the war to
a victorious ending.
The' Emperor hastened back from
the front, only to find that the revolution had been successful and that
a new government was In control.
The empress, who, It is alleged, has
been Influential in the councils opposed to the wishes of the people, Is
reported to have fled or to be In hid-
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i

Kill Them By Usina

STEARNS' ELECTRIC PASTE
U. 8. Government Buys It
25c and

SOLD EVERYWHERE

1

"

ESlSEíSE

ffintiJ

Brakemen, Firemen
do strifes; itaadr work. Send stninp fur app'l.
larr;
aatiuD blank. Wrl M luunil, s.i
rM, cur.

Sweden's Iron' Deposita.
Experts have estlmuted the Iron ore
deposits of Sweden lit about 1, 300,000,-00- 0
tons.
'

.

i

'
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ANY CORN

.,

r

k '

i

:

'

LIFTS OUT,

;t)PE'TURT

BIT!

A

No foolishness! Lift your corns
off with finger
' It's like maglcl

''and callutet

Sore corns, hard corns, soft corns or
any kind of a corn, can harmlessly be
lifted right o'ut with the fingers if you
apply upon the corn a few, drops of
freezone, says a Cincinnati authority.
For little cost one can get a small
bottle of freezone at any drug store,
which will positively rid one's feet ol
every corn or callus without pain. '
This simple drug dries the moment
if is applied and does not even Irritate the surrounding skin while applying it or afterwards.
will Interest
This announcement
many of our readers. If your druggist
ing.
Although considerable fighting took hasn't any freezone tell him to surely
you from uli
place, it Is not believed that the casu- get a small bottle . for
wholesale drug house. adv.

.
alties are large.
'
The early period of the uprising
Details Wanted.
Tpur hair becomes light, wavy, fluf- bore the character rather of a mock
you git dem hens, Kastus?"
"Whiir
aurevolution staged for an immense
fy, abundant and appears as soft, lus''Raised 'em,"
trous and beautiful aa a young girl's dience. CoBsacks charging down the
"Fruin whur eggs or coops?"
so
fashion,
street
in
a
did
after a "Danderlne hair cleanse." Just
try this moisten a cloth with a little plainly wlthoutl malice or Intent to
If you would have the respect of
Danderlne
and carefully draw it harm the crowds that they playfully others begin by respecting yourself.
dispersed.
through your hair, taking one small
Until Sunday night this pageant constrand at a time. This will cleanse
the hair ohdust, dirt and excessive oil tinued without serious interruption.
Rest Those Worn Nerves
and in just a few momenta you have Then in a flash the whole scene lost
Its theatric quality, it became a gendoubled the beauty of your hair.
uine revolution.
Besides beautifying the hair at once,
The troops exchanged
Danderlne dissolves every particle of
with the working men and
railleries
dandruff; cleanses, purifies and invigorates the scalp, forever stopping Itch- women and as they ide were cheered
by the populace.
ing and (ailing hair.
Grand Duke Michael Alexandrovltch,
But what will please you most will the new regent of Russia, is the
be after a few weeks' use when you younger and only brother of Emperor
will actually see new hair fine and Nicholas,
downy at first yes but really new
London. Reuter's Petrograd correhair growing all over the scalp. If spondent
Don't give up. When you feel 11
sends the following dispatch
you care for pretty, soft bair and lota
when family caret aeem too
unstrung;
unconcerning the Russian revolution
of it, surely get a 25 cent bottle of
hard to tear, and backache, dizzy headof March 14:
date
der
aches, queer paint and irregular action
Knowlton'a Danderlne from any atore
"Your correnpondent has been in
of the kidney and bladder may mystify
and JuBt fry it. Adv.
the streets both night and day for you, remember that auch trouble often l
the last three days. He has seen long come from weak kidney and it may be
Sucesa at Last
that you only need Doan't Kidney Pill
"Hurrah ! Hurrah ! Five dollars for lines of hungry men, women and chilto make you welL When the kidneyt
my latest story, 'A Modern Husband.' " dren and has Been the wanton firing
are weak there' danger of dropsy,
guns
war
and
civil
machine
rifles,
of
"Congratulations, young man. From
and Bright' disease. Don't
in the main thoroughfares; but has not EavelStart using Do&n'a now.
whom did you get the money?"
"From the express company. They heard a single word against war.
"A shortage of food, the lack of orlost it."
KIDNEY
ganization and the neglect of the most
PILLS
elementary precautions are popularly
all Stores
ascribed to German influences. This
50 at Co.Propa.BuffabiN.Y.
FbatervMllburn
is a word of provocation on every lip.
"The killing of Rasputin was the
Now Is the Time to Get Bid et The
VflJ Spote.
There' no longer the slightest need of match that set fire to the vast heap
feeling ashamed of your freckle,' M the of patriotic determination that Russia
PAftKER'8
la
prescription othlne
double strength
would deserve well of her allies if she
HAIR BALSAM
guaranteed to remove these homely spots.
tollrt prprtlon of inert.
Simply get an ounce of othlne double would give herself the chance. The
iBalpe
to ftravdloAM dandruff.
strength
from your druggist, and apply
For RMttaa4nti Color ftnd
little of It night and morning and you fire quickly spread, ran from class to
BejautftoGrar or Fadod Hake.
should soon see that even the worst freckle
It
have begun to disappear, while the lighter class, from civilians to troops.
UZ1 two. uid I. oo at irroirajittt.
ones have vanished entirely.
It Is seldom smoldered in Petrograd on Saturday,
comto
needed
la
ounce
more
one
that
than
seomjrtly
pletely clear the skin and gain a beautiful burst into flame on Sunday and to a
clea complexion.
COLDS N0 U GRIPPE. All for
conflagration
yesterday?'
strength
Be sure to ask for the double

.1

half-hearte- d

is imp

good-nature-

DOAN'S

FRECKLES

a this Is sold under guarantee of.
othln
money back if It fall to remove freckles.
Adv.

lf ttC'
slSi.lsJ

The Sign of Indian Prosperity.
The ownership) of a motorcar may follows :
not ulways be a safe Index of material
Premier, president of the Council
prosperity, but- - in the case of John and minister of the interior, Prince

Llghtfoot of Arizona, ownership of 8
car may at least be (taken as a proof
that the blanket Indian can succeed
at dry .farming. Mr. Llghtfoot Is mild
W r- - 'sess such a. machlue,. but It If
safe to predict that he will not lorn.;
be the only red man to enjoy thl:
.privilege,';,- V
-

-

1

TABLETS

All druggists aU
Cabinet Named Under
I
Petrograd. The members of the new
E. Colstnen,
National Cabinet are announced, as PATENTS Watson
Patent Law7r,WMhlngion,
1). O. AdTloe and books xre.

Duma Rule.x

Georges E. Lvoff.

Foreign Minister, Prof. Paul
'

N.

f.

!

Minister of public instruction, Prof.
Manuiloff of Moscow University.
Minister of war and navy, ad inter
imf A, J. Cuchkoff, formerly president
of the Duma.

Bute

reasonabl. Highest referenoos Bestserrloes.

GALL

f Um.

I

OPERATION
mure

v"' stone Fainsuaiior
Bide or Shoulders; Llrer
S1.71

NO

Aonss In Stomaeh, Book,
Troubles, Stomach Misery, Dyspepsia. Oolle, Uss,
BlllMlKneaa. Ueaduhe, Constipation, Plies, Catarrh,
These
Nervousness, Blues. Jaundice, Appendicitis.
ire on ni Ditto Gallstone symptoms O AN HSOUKHO.
oi
Snd fur home trestnient. saasicsl
SspesSlslUs.
Tresstes
Unr, Uaatssk. til
BeiMdr Ot., test.
Ut I.

epprr
Aa

W. N.

v.'.;

Cockroaches

DENVER

NO,
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Prairie View
The Ladies Club met with
Mrs. Deubler last week and all
present report a splendid time.
Mrs. Ed Reed, Mrs. Geo. Fancher
Miss Hattie Lyle and Miss Nora
Next
Fancher were guests.
meeting will be with Mrs. Chas.
De Pew
Mr. Lawrence Butler and fam
spent Sunday at the Ber
home where . Mr. A.
Grunig
Weisdorfer and family joined ir,
the evening,

ne

con-tin-

PUBLIC SALE

MILLS, N. M.
Milk Cow, Wagon, liar-nes- s,
Household Goods,etc.
G. W. HEWLETT,

'

?

New Spring Millinery

New-Mexic- o.

..

Monday Mar.

.
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B, N, Patton and Anna Branch Patton his wife, (born An' RANK FOOLISH,
na Branch) Pablo P, Branch, aid BeYou occasionally see it stated that
atriz It- - Branch his wife, and all unknown persons who may claim any. in colds do not result from cold weather.
terest or title adverse to the plaintiff That is rank foolishness. Were it true
in the real estate hereinafter described colds would be as prevalent in midsu
as in midwinter. The microbe that
Defendants,
colds flourishes in damp' cold
causes
Notice of Suit " ,'
weather. To get rid of a cold take
To Kemigio Cfeavez,, the unknown Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
It ,ia
heirs of James S, Baum, deceased, and effectual and is highly recommended
all unknown persons who may claim any
hv neonle who have used it for many
interest or title averse to the plaintiff yoars as occasion required, and know
in the realeslate hereinafter described
its real value. Obtainable everywhere.
and to Iloy Land and Live Stock Company a Corporation, Frank Roy and
Lines to Be Remembered.
Clara F.Roy his wife, Manuel B, GalleToday is your duy and mine; the
gos, Tomas Riviera, Raquel Riviera his only duy we have; the day In which
his wife, Baum Brothers ft partnership, we play our part. What our purt may
of William II, Baum and signify in the great whole we may
composed
James S. Baum, William H. Baum and not understand ; but we ore here to
Stella Baum his wife. B. N, Patton play it, and now is our time. Tul we
and Anna Branch Patton his wife (born know: It is a purt of action, not of
Pabló P Branch and wbinlug, It 'is u part of love, not
Anna Branch),
cynicism. It is for us to express love
Beatriz R Branch, his wife,
in tonus of human helpfulness. This
Defendants
we know, for we have learned from
You and each of you are hereby sud experience that any other course
notified that the plaintiff Floersheim of life lends towurd decay and waste.
David Starr Jordan.
Mercantile Company a corporation, haa
this day filed suit in the) above named
Looking for Virtue.
Court against you and each of you, the
When you hare a mind to divert
general nature of which action is to
your funcy, consider the good qualities
quiet the title of the Plantiff in and to of your acquaintances;-a- i
g
the
9, 10, 11, 12,
Lota 1, 2, 8, 4. 6, 6, 1
rigor of this man, the modesty
and 13, all in Block 10 of the town of of another, the liberality of a third,
Roy, New Mexico, and. to forever bar! and so on. For there is nothing so enand foreclose all right title, claim .in- tertaining as a lively image of the virterest and demand of yon and each of tues exhibited In the character of
you, adverse to plaintiff, in aad to said those we converge with, occurring as
premises.. And you.are Jiereby notified numerously as possible. Let this, therethat unless yon and each of you hall fore, be always lit baud. Marcus

Baum deceased,

er

The Seasons Latest Ideas in
Headwear for Ladies, Misses and
Children.

,

.

eater,-prltdn-

--

Also Showing Many New
Styles in Spring Coats, Suits and
.
Skirts.

Invite . Our
Friends and Patrons to Inspect
Our Stock.
We

Cordially

Wilson Co,
New Mexico.

Mills,

One Price to All

Au-rell-

Antoninus.

PlayBall

MILj

111
Ad Aguata"-- ,
Mora Onmty, New.Mexico, Saturday, MARCH. 24
Motto

Roy,

Volume IV

Angxwia,

The Koy High School has received a challenge from the Mils
schools to play baseball and the
Published every week by
CLASS.
challenge will probaly tye accepTRAINING
MANUAL
THE
'
Editor. ted and games matched . someHaroldPJumlee has been out of ROY HALL .
1st. Assistant.
school on account of sickness. He Clara. Martin
time in April.
Downing
2nd. Assistant
Clifton
has the spring fever, I guess.
The children in the Sixth grade
have almost completed Decimals
in Arithmetic.

ADVANCE SHOWING

TIUÍHMD

absent

The fourth and fifth grades
have organised a small basket
ball team

''.

.

j

was

j

W1II-lia-

w

,

of the State of New Mexico
Sitting within and for the Cbunty of

enter your appearance in said cause on
or before the 21t day of April 1917
judgment will be rendered in said cause
against you and each of you by default
.The name of the plaintiff's attorney is John F. Simms, and his office
and Postoffice address is '1119, Bar.
Albuquerque,
nett Building,
'

-

Julian Montoya
Tuesday morning.

In'the District Court

.

"ADVERTISED" for fourteen
days and if uncalled for at the
jnd of that time, same will be
nent to the Division of Dead Letters, Washington 1). 0.
Mr. Carl Weisdorfer has beer
When calling for above letters
visiting Earl Cable in the CanPlease say "ADVERTISED."
yons this week and trapping,
One cent postage Due will be
Mrs. 0. A. Butler and familj collected on any of the above
spent Sunday at Bill Weisdorfer. letters delivered.
Wm. G. Johnson,
Mrs. Edith Butler1 and Edm
Postmaster, Roy, N. Mex
Grunig spent Tuesdaygwith Mrs
Photograhper Almernon New-neVernie Weisdorfer.
of Roy desires to announce
Chauncey Depew rode out tf that he. will spend the coming
the Ranch Sunday on his bicycl week photographing in Mills. He
to see how things were progress- - will establish headquarters at the
ing there.
Hotel Lebert at which place he
will be prepared to make artistic
This windy weather has lasted
portraits or will call upon apso long it has taken our breath
pointment and make pictures in
away till we can't spend much
the individual homes. Mr. Newon telling the news this time.
man will keep his Studio at the
Kitchell Flats in Roy and
FOR SALE- :- Span of grey
to make pietares in by apmares 4 and 5 years old, in foal, pointment when he is in town.
weight 1200 each.
8 miles, east of Solano.
S. E. Bergkvist,
TUESDAY, MARCH 27th
Mosquero N. M.
1 o'clock, P. M.

Avolt Wemledon has been absent from school for the past two
weeks because of illness.

6PANKH-AMERICA-

. '
Mor. '
The follow jng is ali&t of letters
'
Co.
Floersheim
Mercantile
remaining in the Post Office, at
A Corporation, Plaintiff
.
Roy, New Mexico for more than
2470
vs
vNo
fourteen days prior to Mar. 29,
Roy Land and Livestock Company,
a corporation, Frank Hoy and Clara
Esto M. Frur Reclose .
Witness my hand and the Seal
F. Roy his wife. Manuel B, - Gallegos,
Señora Estafana Rarraza
of said Court on this 3d day of March,
Remigio Chavez, Tomas Riviera, and
1917.
Pedro Trujillo
Raquel Riviera, his wife, Baum Broth
Del
Banco
Mrs. J. Hinkcl Cre
era a partnership composed of William
(SEAL)
PEDRO A. ORTEGA,
Estate
li, Baum, and James S, Baum,
District Clerk,
II, Baum and Stella Baum his
Mr. Cliff Morse
'
Rudolph,
A
unknown
wife,
heirs
of
By
S,
the
James
Milnor
remün
Depuy.
Tlie above letters will

ily

FOR SALE- :- Some young
Brood Sows, also one milck jbw
45 years old will be fresh in Júne;
Sam Strong

FOR

Roy Schools Record.

"About a year ago a man in
Boston took over a frlorn hope;
it was almost as hopeless as a
lost race. His job lot was made
of a discard of incompetents, th
.
. .
j.
aiscouragaa,
certain losers to the
'
other fellows.
Discouragement travels twelve
months in the year for Failure
& Co.
The man had faith, knowledge
and much of that which is their

...

,
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We have been reading our class
The boys and girls got back
play
"The Prairie Rose" and
from Springer alive. The girls
found
that it contains some
think they had better quitplaying have
basketball but perhaps they jl first class comedy and, we.won.t
find some one they can defeat. We tell yer about th' trajedy but we
certainly appreciate the way they want to tell you to bring ye rtiar

mastercharacter.

His biggest battles were fought
entertained us while we were rags.
lost by a score
before
The
the games. His chief
girls,
hiti.
child
number
A
the
of
primary
Lola Lopez is absent on sccount
.The Fourth Grade Roll of of 8 to 4 in favor' of Springer. ren have moved to the rauch.
work
was
rebuilding the, tpirit
Board
School
of her eyes.
Chairman. Honor in Spelling for .the past The score was 20 to 17 in favor of
F. A. Roy,
Of hrs men. . They grew to beWeldon Roper and Hosea LucSecretary. week i- sRemigio Lopez,
Robert Hearn, Eva Roy.
lieve in him; he made1 them beMax and Hans, the Dwarfs F. S. Brown,
Member.
ero hve entered the primary
Cole, Clara
Wenuland, .. Ollie
lieve in themselves.
will appear in Snow White don't
room.
Wendland,
Fay
Kitchell,
Nellie
Confidence is always on the
Teachers
fail to see them.
change in the
a
was
quite
There
Bo
attend
the
basket
sure
and
Lucero.
road
for Success it Co.
Prin.
..
J. E. Russell,
.
Tuesday.
Monday
and
weather
games.
ball
SthGradea.
and
7th
Russell,
Clara.
was
his job-- his
Violet, Arbutus and Daffodil in
It
job alone.
(ith Grades.
and
Eth
Eugenia
Roy,
.
He
closed his ears and mind to
Snow White. See them.
Cecil Self has been absent two
4th Grade
Mary Waters
ridicule, to the shouter of imposBASKET BALL
Springer will piny the return days this week.
Edward Pendleton has been ab- Lorrine Lowry
2nd and 3rd Grade
sible, to the unbelief of a whole
big
will
There
be
two
Basket
2nd Primary
Dan Jenkins
Game in about three weeks. Be
sent the last two weeks.
Myra DeFreeü
The second Primary has had nation.
1st Primary Ball games on the Roy Basket sure and attend these games.
Ball Courts, on the 29th and 30th
lie played DalJ.
Leola Mahoney was absent on
an average attendance of 25
Almost nothing... a handful of
bewill
gamea
March.
of
The
be
nccount of sickness.
this week.
We fjive below a roport of the attend
sodden
failures; almost everyRoy
Springer
tween
and
the
anee in each room. of the school, for
ClaraMartin was absent TuesThe Fourth grade boys are or- each week, Jf you will watch this re girl(sand Sprtpger and Roy boys.
Lois Hewn has been ill this thing L a manful of never- day morning.
ganizing a Basket Ball team.
week.
port you will be uble. to keep in close
spirit; and a Ball
touch with your school and as a lesul
e
Team
fell
into
a
stride
The Ninth Grado Agriculture
The Fourth gradf had an ex- be more able to judge of its present
We .have ' begun practising
Lena Lusk was absent Monday
nothing
that
big
enough
was
to
naving
Class
are
chickens.
amination in spelling Monday.
;
nights.
Snow White at
and futii'-- needs.
and Tuesday. '
'
Reporters

--

All Students

'

--

stop-h'ghtin-

get-ther-

stop,

Delia Puctatt stopped school
last week as the family .moved.
Luetta Gibson has been absent
for a week because of illness.

Uobert Hearn

absent

was

Monday.
AJiss

Lowry's room has 24 en

rolled.

High School

15

1th and Sth Grade
Eth and Uh Grade
4lh Grade
2nd and 3rd Grade
Second l'rimary

,

First Primary
Total

Ü6

'

3S

32
30
30
25
221

Virginia Martin has stopped
school for the vest of the winter,
She expects to attend school this

Sixth Grade is having consider
able trouble drawing maps of the summer.
United States.
We have begun woik
class play "The Prairie
The 2nd Primay has made
Claude Brashears was
Indian villages for busy work,
They show.very much interest in Monday Moriiing
work of this kind.
Thursday and Friday
Audrey Strong is in school a week was Examination
gain after an absenca.
U.S. room.

,.:

..

BASKET BALL
Tuesday Afternoon, March 27th

H. S. Boys VS Grades
H. S. Girls VS Téachers
Entertainment of Guests at S. S. Rally

on our

Rose."
absent
of last
in the

.

Lucy Vargas has been absent
This is the week for eighth
the past two weeks. ,
Grade examinations. We svmD.i
Little Annie Romero is quite thize witnthem for we have been
over the road.
rick again. .
':
:

o

The stove-pip- e
Marie Cochrane has been abfor Miss Jen
sent the last few da.) son the ac kins's room was repaired Tues- count of illness.
dv morninir.

'.'

.

It's the spirit of a bull dog
that developes his jaws.

,

The grip held. Up and up
let the cat went the team, all the players"
out of the bag.
filled with .the force flung out by
Lysle Anderson was absent the character of one man. And
from school Tuesday and Wed- the pennant was theirs! '
Roy Hall went and

nesday.

They played ball.
The Eighth Grade pupils will
In our daily job it is the same
take the County Final Examinaof spirit that will make of
kind
tion Thursday and Friday. They
our
arecord of things
yesterdays
have very few spare moments at
weil done and of our tomo'rrows
present.
the promise of bigger things betThe play which was given by ter done.
some of the little folks'Friday
afternoon Was well attended. The
The i(inth Grade will soon be
plot of the play was given by expert Shepherds, as they are
Robert Hdain and written by studying Sheep this week.
Golder Russell and MerlJohnson.
Don't forget to watch for the
The 'title of the play was "The
date of our Ulasss rlay tiled A
Advántages of Two Twins."
Prairie Rose.
Kenneth Hall came in the H.S.
room Tuesday at recess with hi
Julian Montoya was absect
Guess, there was Tuesday rorning. ; ; ,
dinner
something good fo'the pail and
The bin'th and tenth grade wiil
tie" 'tggnoqiry forir,:. ".Jv."
uus :weeK.,v
,

Friday & Saturday
march, 30th and 31st
Double Header

(

'..

The Eighth Grade have
ved the Examination questions
and are quite excited.
recei-

SPRINGER II S BOYS VS R. H. S. BOYS
SPRINGER H. S. GIRLS VS R. H. S. GIRLS

ON ROY COURTS

f

pl.

:

?

,

